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Abstract 
CBzBnescu, V.E. and Gh. Stefanescu, A general result on abstract flowchart schemes with applica- 
tions to the study of accessibility, reduction and minimization, Theoretical Computer Science 99 
(1992) l-63. 
An abstract flowchart scheme (Cazanescu and Stefanescu [lo]) differs from a usual flowchart 
scheme by the fact that the set of arrows which connect the atomic elements is replaced with an 
element from an adequate abstract structure (called support theory). Deterministic schemes, 
nondeterministic schemes or other kind of digraph-like models are instances of abstract schemes 
obtained by using particular support theories. 
Such an abstract scheme is obtained from atomic schemes (variables) and trivial schemes 
(elements of the underlying support theory) by using three operations: sum, composition and 
feedback. 
The aim of this paper is to present a general result on abstract flowchart schemes and to apply 
it to the study of accessibility, reduction and minimization. 
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There is an increasing need to find some basic algebraic structures for theoretical 
computer science. The present paper deals with the algebraization of the theory of 
the flowchart schemes, as was initiated by Elgot in 1970. 
Elgot was interested in getting an axiomatization for the input (step-by-step) 
behaviour of the deterministic flowchart schemes [17, 181. Roughly speaking, two 
deterministic flowchart schemes have the same input behaviour if and only if they 
unfold into the same (regular) tree [21]. An equivalent characterization is the 
property that by deletion of the inaccessible vertices and by identification of the 
vertices with the same behaviour both schemes reduce to the same minimal one 
[20,30]. 
In this setting two algebraic structures have been proposed, namely iteration 
theories, defined in [4] and axiomatized in [22], and strong iteration theories [30]. 
Iteration theories are weaker than strong iteration theories in the sense that the 
implication scheme used in strong iteration theories (i.e. functorial implication for 
functions) is replaced by a weaker equation scheme. So iteration theories are defined 
using equations only. Iteration theories have been obtained from the analysis of 
regular trees (the first characterization of the input behaviour given above), whereas 
strong iteration theories have appeared from the analysis of minimization (the 
second characterization of the input behaviour). 
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In the nondeterministic case the problem of axiomatizing nondeterministic flow- 
chart schemes is closely related to the old problem of axiomatizing the automata 
behaviour (i.e. the algebra of regular events). Elgot was aware about this. Indeed, 
the first algebra for flowchart schemes proposed by Elgot in [ 171, i.e. iterative theory, 
uses an implication scheme (unique solution of the equation x = f(x, I,,) for each 
ideal morphism f) which may be viewed as a variant of the implication scheme 
used in Salomaa’s axiomatization (unique solution of the equation X = AX + B for 
A satisfying the empty word property). So it is natural to develop an algebra for 
nondeterministic flowchart schemes using Kleene’s operations: union, composition 
and repetition. Such an algebra is proposed in [31]. 
In 1986 the second author introduced a new looping operation called feedback 
[28,29] and in a series of papers [9-141 we have tried to develop the theory of 
flowchart schemes and their behaviours in the new setting: sum-composition- 
feedback. The framework of this theory is presented in [lo]. 
The basic algebra, called biflow, gives a complete axiomatization of flowchart 
schemes [29,3,9, 121. A biflow is a symmetric strict monoidal category [26] endowed 
with a feedback operation fulfilling some natural axioms. 
The aim of the present paper is to extend the above result in order to obtain 
complete axiomatizations for accessible, reduced and minimal schemes (with respect 
to the input behaviour), using the general result on abstract flowchart schemes 
obtained in the first part of the paper. 
The notion of abstract flowchart scheme we use was introduced by Cazanescu 
and Ungureanu [ 161 (and developed in [7,30,31, lo]), where we replaced the set 
of arrows which connect the vertices by an element from an adequate algebraic 
structure. 
Beside the simplicity of the biflow structure one further benefit of the sum- 
composition-feedback setting is the simplification of the study of minimization with 
respect to the input behaviour. More precisely, this setting allows to separate the 
study of accessibility from the study of reduction (i.e. identification of the vertices 
with the same behaviour). Moreover, it turns out that accessibility and reduction 
are dual phenomena and both follow from a common general study presented here. 
This duality is analogous to the well-known duality between “reachability” and 
“observability” which has been noticed in system theory (see, for example, [l]). 
Finally, we mention that the general study reported here may be applied (with 
slight variations) to other classes of flowchart schemes, e.g. to input-output minimal 
schemes. 
1. Preliminaries 
To make reading easier we recall some things from our previous papers. 
The objects of the categories we use form a monoid that we denote by (Ob( B), +, e) 
for each category B. If a E Ob( B) then I, denote the identity morphism of a. The 
composite of fE B(a, b) and g E B( b, c) is denoted by f. g or by fg. 
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The additional operations we use are: 
(a) sum _+_:B(a,b)xB(c,d)+B(a+c,b+d), 
(b) block transpositions “X%B(a+b,b+a), 
(c) right feedback _~“:B(b+a,c+a)+B(b,c). 
The axioms for these operations are given in Table 1. (Bl)-(B2) are the usual 
axioms for the categories. 
Table 1 













(.fg)h =.f’kh) (B2) Lf=.f‘=f‘l,> 
(.f‘+g)+h=.f‘+(g+h) (84) I<, +.f=.f‘=.f + I<, 
l,,+lh =l,,+, (86) (.f+g)(u+u)=fu+gu 
‘IX”+’ =(“Xh+l‘)(lh+c’Xc) 
“X’ = I,, 
‘X”(u+g)“X”=g+u foru:a+handg:c+d 
.f(g?“)h = ((./+l,,)g(h+l,,))~” 
.f‘+gy = (./‘+g)t” 
(.f(I,,+g))f” = ((I, +gu-W’ forj‘:c+a-,d+bandg:h~a 
ft”‘hE,f~i~yi 
I,,?” = I, 
“)(~‘y = I,, 
When only the sum is used as an addition operation and the axioms (Bl)-(B6) 
hold, then the algebraic structure is called a strict monoidal category (smc, for short) 
[26,27]. The nonpermutabfe smc (nsmc, for short) [13] is a weaker concept, since 
the axiom (B6) is required to hold only if g or u is an identity. The magmoi’ds [2] 
are smc’s with the additive monoid of nonnegative integer as monoid of objects. 
When the sum and the block transpositions are used as addition operations and 
axioms (Bl)-( B9) hold, then the algebraic structure is called a symmetric smc (ssmc, 
for short) [26,27]. The symmetric nsmc (snsmc, for short) [13] is a weaker concept, 
since axioms (B6) and (B9) are required to hold only if g or u is a block transposition 
(by (B8) the identities are block transpositions). In an snsmc an acu-morphisms is 
a composite of morphisms of the type I, +hX’+lld. In an snsmc if u or g are 
at-u-morphisms then (B6) and (B9) hold. 
The ssmc concept is the basic algebraic structure to study acyclic flowchart 
schemes. To study flowchart schemes we use feedback to model loops. 
A flow [9] is an snsmc having a feedback satisfying axioms (BlO)-(Bll), (B13)- 
(B15) and axiom (B12) whenever g is a block transposition. A biJlow [12] is a flow 
over an ssmc. In a biflow (B12) holds. The biflow concept is our basic algebraic 
structure to study flowchart schemes. 
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Since we sometimes prefer to use the left feedback t”-: B( a + b, a + c) + B(b, c) 
in a flow instead of the right feedback, we recall that 
t”f= (‘X”faXc)To forf: a + b + a + c. 
The above algebraic structures form categories where the morphisms are functors 
that are monoid morphisms on objects and that preserve the additional algebraic 
structure. Sometimes we are interested in certain subcategories, namely where the 
monoid M of objects is kept fixed in the above algebraic structures (we call them: 
M-smc, M-nsmc, M-ssmc, M-snsmc, M-flow, M-biflow) and where the morphisms 
are object preserving functors (we call them: M-smc morphism,. . . , M-biflow 
morphism). These subcategories are varieties in the sense of the many-sorted uni- 
versal algebra. 
For a nonnegative integer n we use the notation [n] = { 1,2, . . . , n}. 
The biflow Rel, of the finite S-sorted relations is used to build nondeterministic 
flowchart schemes. A word a E S” is written as a = a, + a,+ . . . + alal where ]a] is 
its length and ui are its letters. For a, b E S” by definition 
ReIs(u,b)={f~[~u~]~[~b~]~(i,j)~fimpliesu,=b,}. 
The operations in Rel, are: 
fs = {(i, k)](%)[(i,j) Ef and (j, k) E gll, 
L = {(i, 4 I i E [tall}, 
f+g=fu{(lul+i,Ibl+j)I(i,j)Eg} wheref:u+b, 
“X”={(i, Ib(+i)Ii~[(~ll}u{(l~l+i, i)liE[lbll), 
for SES andf~Rel,(u+s, b+s) 
In this case t” is defined by induction using fT” =f (where A is the empty word) 
and (B13) in Table 1. We introduce more notation: 
T, =OERel,(h, a), V,=I~,u((~u~+i,i)~i~[~u~]}~Rel~(u+u,u), 
I” =OE Rel,(u, A), A”=I,u{(i,~a+i)~i~[~u~]}~Rel~(u,u+u). 
There are some interesting subbiflows of Rel,. The biflow Pfn, of the finite S-sorted 
partial functions is used to build (deterministic) flowchart schemes. Bis is the biflow 
of the finite S-sorted bijections and In, is the biflow of the finite S-sorted injections. 
The ssmc Sur, of the finite S-sorted surjections and the ssmc Fns of the finite 
S-sorted functions are not sub-biflows as they are not closed under feedback. When 
S is a singleton, we drop the subscript S and we identify S” with the additive 
monoid of the nonnegative integers. 
Passing to flowchart schemes, we explain once again our viewpoint. As atomic 
flowchart schemes we use a set _Z5 of statements. Two functions i : 2 + IV and o : 2 + N 







its outputs. A (partial) finite function f: [n] + [m] is thought as a very simple 
flowchart scheme having n inputs and m outputs, without statements and such that 
the flow control goes from the input j to the output k if and only if (j, k) of: 
The operation used to build flowchart schemes are composition, sum and feedback 
(see Fig. 1). Every flowchart scheme is isomorphic to a scheme in a normal form 
(see Fig. 2) where x E 2” is thought as the sum of its letters and f is a (partial) 
function. Therefore a scheme with n inputs and m outputs may be represented as 
a pair (x, f), where XEZ;” and f:[n+o(x)]+[m+i(x)]. Here i and o are the 
b 
Fig. 2 
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unique monoid morphisms i, o: Z* + (N, +, 0) which extend the given functions i 
and o. The normal form of a flowchart scheme is not unique as the letters of x may 
be permuted. 
To define the operations for scheme representations we use the formulas (1. l), 
(1.2) and (1.3) below. To obtain the right-hand sides, we put in a normal form the 
result of the operations from Fig. 1 made using the schemes represented by the pairs 
in the left-hand sides. Look carefully to (1.3). The right-hand side may have no 
sense if f is a function. This formula has sense if f is a partial function. Working 
with partial functions instead of functions we pass from schemes to partial schemes. 
We think it is better to work with partial schemes instead of schemes having a loop 
vertex 1 such as for example in [3,5]. The same idea was used to replace the total 
trees using a distinguished nullary operation by the partial trees. Observe that the 
partial functions as well as the partial flowchart schemes form a biflow [12]. 
Passing to nondeterministic flowchart schemes, notice that they may be represented 
by pairs, too: the pair (x,f) represents a nondeterministic flowchart scheme with n 
inputs and m outputs if and only if XE I;* and f~ Rel(n + o(x), m + i(x)). The 
formulas used to define operations (l.l), (1.2) and (1.3) are the same as in the 
deterministic case. 
Notice that in the definition of the operations for scheme representations we use 
only biflow operations. All these remarks lead to a natural idea: replace f in a 
scheme representation (x,f) by a morphism from an N-biflow. Using this natural 
idea we unify the study of the deterministic flowchart schemes and the study of the 
nondeterministic flowchart schemes. 
We prefer to work more abstract as one may see in the following definitions. 
Assume B is an ssmc and (X, +, F) is a monoid. Let i: X + Oh(B) and o: X + 
Oh(B) be two monoid morphisms. 
For a, b E Ob( B) we say the pair (x,f) represents a flowchart scheme (see Fig. 2) 
with input a and output b if x E X and f~ B(a + o(x), b + i(x)). The morphism f 
which in the usual cases gives all the arrows of the scheme will be called a connection. 
Let FI,.,(a, b) be the set of all flowchart scheme representations with input a and 
output b. If there is no danger of confusion we omit the subscripts X and B in 
FI,,B. The operations in FI are defined as follows. 
If (x,f)~FI(a, b) and (y,g)~FI(b,c) then 
(x,f)(y, g)= (xfy, (f+l,,(~))(lh+~~~~)Xo(~~)(g+I,(,,)(I,.+ i(-“)xi(x))). 
I, = (F, I,) for every object a of B. (1.1) 
If (x,f)~FI(a, b) and (y,g)~FI(c,d) then 
(X,f)+(y,g)=(x+y,(I,+‘X”~~‘+I,,~,.,)(f+g)(l~+~~x’X~+Iic_“,)). (1.2) 
OXh = (E, “X’) for every a and b objects of B. 
Endowed with the above operations FI becomes an snsmc. 
In an nsmc C, the set of its morphisms Mor( C) is a monoid having the sum as 
operation. To embed X in FI we define the monoid morphism E, : X + Mor(FI) 
by E,(x) = (x, ‘(x)X”“’ ). To embed B in FI we define the Ob( B)-snsmc morphism 
EH : B + FI by EH(f) = (~,f) for every morphism f’ of B. 
Using these embeddings we may identify X and B with subsets of FI. 
If B is a biflow we define the feedback for (x,f) E FI( b + a, c + a) by 
(x,f)?” = (x, [(lb + “‘.‘x”)f(l~.+“x”“)]t”). (1.3) 
Therefore FI becomes a flow and EH and Oh(B)-flow morphism. 
In [12] we have shown that the biflow of the flowchart schemes with statements 
from the monoid X and connections from the biflow B denoted by FSx,R may be 
obtained by the factorization of FI to the least flow congruence relation containing 
all the pairs 
()(X)((x+_v) (‘I’))(“’ V’) “‘I X”“‘(y+x)) wherex,yEX. 
From the computer science viewpoint our generalization (connections from an 
arbitrary biflow instead of Pfn or Rel) has another significance beside the unification 
of the determinism and of the nondeterminism in the study of flowcharts, namely 
the unijcation of the syntax and of the semantics. This affirmation is motivated as 
follows: in [9, 121 we have shown that the basic semantic model in the deterministic 
case and the basic semantic model in the nondeterministic case [ 10, Section 21 are 
biflows. 
From an algebraic viewpoint our generalization has another significance: the 
algebra of flowchart schemes may be developed in the same way as the algebra of 
polynomials. The theorems in [12] were made having this in mind. 
2. The role of the functoriality rule in flowchart scheme theories 
Let us consider AFS l,Pfn (respectively FS1,Pn,), the theory of deterministic acyclic 
(resp. cyclic) E-schemes over Pfn; these schemes are precisely those built up from 
atomic schemes in the double ranked set .E and trivial schemes in Pfn using the 
operations of separated sum “+” and composition “ .” (resp. separated sum, 
composition and feedback “T “). Let us consider the following rules of identification: 
(TX) T, . x =T,,, forxEE(m, n); 
(VX) Vm.x=(x+x).V,,, forxEE(m,n); 
(IX) x.Ifl=Iffl, forxEZ(m, n). 
In AFS1,+ some natural equivalence relations are precisely captured by the least 
congruence relations generated by subsets of rules in {TX, VX, IX}. For example, 
the least congruence relation 2 c,I-i generated by the identifications (TX) precisely 
capture accessibility, i.e. two acyclic schemes F and F’ are =.B-equivalent iff F 
and F’ have the same accessible part. Do analogous results works for cyclic schemes? 
The answer is “no”. The following example may help the reader to understand why. 
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Example 2.1 (Schemes over In and one biscalar variable). Suppose 0( 1,l) = {x} and 
0( m, n) = 0 otherwise. 
Every scheme in AFSe,,,, (WI, n) may be represented as 
( 
,! xkj+TP. ,i, x5) . c, wherec~In(m+p,n),k,~Oaandr,~l 
i=, 
(by convention x” = II), hence it is uniquely determinated by the injection c and the 
pair (k, , . . . , k, ; rl , . . . , r,,) of sequences of natural numbers. If sap denotes the 
least congruence relation (with respect to sum and composition) generated by the 
identifications (TX), then two schemes F and F’ represented by c and 
(k, , . . . , km ; rl,. . . , r,,), and by c’ and (k{ , . . . , kk ; r: , . . , rb,), respectively are 
= ,p-equivalent iff ki = k:, Vi E [m] and (I, +T,) . c = (InI +T,,) . c’. 
That is, F and F’ are sop- equivalent iff F and F’ have the same accessible part. 
Every scheme in FSH,rn (m, n) may be represented as 
wherecEIn(m+p,n),k,zO,r,zl,s,zl, 
hence it is uniquely determinated by the injection c and the triple (k, , . . . , k,,, ; 
r ,,..., rP; s ,,..., sy) of sequences of natural numbers. If =+ denotes the least 
congruence relation (with respect to sum, composition and feedback) generated by 
the identifications (TX), then two schemes F and F’ represented by c and 
(k ,,..., k,; r ,,.._, r,,; s ,,,.., sy), and by c’ and (k{ ,..., kk; r; ,..., rL8; 
SI,..., s$), respectively are = .p-equivalent iff ki = kj, Vi E [ml, (I, +T,,) . c = 
(I, +TPs) . c’, q = q’ and there exists a bijection b E Bi(q, q’) such that si = sbci,, 
ViE[q]. 
That is F and F’, are ==rrP- equivalent iff F and F’ have the same accessible part 
and the same (inaccessible) cycles. Hence zap does not capture accessibility. 
The reason for the answer “no” above, is the impossibility of using the identi- 
fications given by (TX), (VX), and (IX) in cycles. Consequently the least con- 
gruence relation generated by certain such identifications is too strong, i.e. it identifies 
too few schemes. 
To overcome this difficulty we combine the identifications (TX), (VX), and (IX) 
with an additional identification rule, called functoriality rule, which allows us to 
use these identifications in cycles. The rule is defined as follows. We say a relation 
= on a biflow B fulfills (func: y) for a y E B(p, q) or we say y E B( p, q) is =-functoriul 
if 
(func : y) f.(L+Y)=(L+Y).g jfTP=gTY 
forallf:m+p-+n+pandg:m+q+n+q 
holds. If E is a subset of morphisms of a biflow B, we say = fulfills (func: E) if = 
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fulfills (func: y) for all y in E. Finally, we say a biflow B satisfies the functoriality 
axiom (func: E) if the equality relation on B fulfills (func: E). 
In FS1-,prn some natural equivalence relations, corresponding to those for acyclic 
schemes, are precisely captured by the least congruence relations generated by 
subsets of {TX, VX, IX} in the class of congruence relations satisfying (func: E) 
for an adequate E included in Pfn. (Since the class of congruence relations satisfying 
(func: E) is nonempty and closed with respect to intersection such a congruence 
relation does exists, namely it is the intersection of all relations in this class.) For 
example, the least congruence relation - + generated by the identifications (TX) 
in the class of congruence relations satisfying (func: In) precisely captures accessi- 
bility, i.e. two cyclic schemes F and F’ are -uB- equivalent iff F and F’ have the 
same accessible part. 
In conclusion using the functoriality rule to restrict the class of congruence 
relations used for generating we get weaker congruence relations (i.e. they identify 
more schemes) which correspond to some naturally introducing ones. 
Example 2.1 (continued). Consider three schemes F, F’ and F” in FS,,,(m, n) 
represented by c and (k,, . . , k,; r,. . . . , r,,; s,, . . . , sy), by (I,+T,) . c and 
(k,, . . . , k,;r;sl,. . . , .Q,), and by (I,,, +T,) . c and (k, , . . . , k,, ; r; r), respectively, 
where r is the empty sequence. Clearly F =oB F’. Since F”(I, +T,) =op (I,, +T,)G 
where GE FS,,,(m + q, n + q) is the scheme represented by (I,, +T,)c+ I, and 
(k,, . . . , k,, s, , . . . , s,, ; r; r), by the functoriality rule (func: In) we get 
F”~(’ - r,B GTq = F’, hence F -ul(i F”. Consequently the difficulty has been overcome: 
a scheme is -oB- equivalent to its accessible part. 
3. Enriched symmetric strict monoidal categories 
In a previous paper [13] we have given characterizations for certain classes of 
finite relations as initial abstract data types. These classes, denoted xy-Rel for 
x E {a, b, c, d} and ,v E {cy, p, y, 6) correspond to some natural classes of relations, 
e.g. acu-Rel = bijections, up-Rel= injections, ay-Rel = surjections, a&Rel = 
functions, bp-Rel= partially defined injections, bG-Rel= partially defined functions, 
etc. (see Table 6 in Section 11). The characterization involves the concept of an 
xy-ssmc, defined below. 
Suppose we are given an ssmc (B, ., I, t, X), where the monoid of the objects of 
the underlying category is (Ob( B), +, e). We enrich the ssmc-structure with some 
constants (zero-ary operations) 
T, E We, a) I” E B(u, e) 
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for a E Ob( B). Now we define an xy-ssmc, for x E {a, b, c, d} and y E {(Y, p, ‘y, 6) as 
an ssmc enriched with the constants corresponding to xy specified in Table 2 and 
fulfilling all the axioms in Table 3 in which these and only these constants appear. 
For example, a c&ssmc is defined as an ssmc enriched with the constants A”, T,, 
and V, and fulfilling the axioms (A), (A”), (B), (B”), (C), (DO), (F), (G), (SW)-(SV4), 
and (SV3”)-(SV4”). 
The acyclic algebra SC0 of Bloom and Esik in [S] (completed with the axiomatiz- 
ation of finite, partially defined functions given in [ 131) is equivalent with a b&ssmc. 
A morphism of an xy-ssmc B is called an xy-base morphism (or shortly, xy- 
morphism) if it is the evaluation in B of a term written with “+“, “a”, I, X, and the 
constants in T, V, I, A corresponding to xy. 
The xy-base morphisms of an xy-ssmc B form the least sub-xy-ssmc of B which 
we denote in the sequel by B,,.. Due to the axioms that define ssmc-ies we get the 
following equivalent characterization. 
Observation 3.1. A morphism is xy-base if and only if it is a composite of morphisms 
oftype L+g+L, where g is “Xd or a constant in {T,, V,, l.‘; A’} corresponding to xy 
(according to Table 2). 
Table 2 
Operations for xy-ssmc 
x operations J operations 
a nothing nothing 
b I” i To 
zi 
A” Y vu 
I” and A” 6 T,, and V, 
Table 3 
Axioms for xy-ssmc 
(A) (V, + I, )V, = (I, +v, w, (A”) A“(A~‘+I,)=A”(I”+A”) 
(B) “X”.V,=V, (B”) ,,“.“X”=,,” 
(0 V, + 1, )V, = I,, (co) A”(I” + I,) = I, 
(D) v”.I”=l”+l” (D”) T;A”=T,+T,, 
(E) T,, I” = I, 
(F) V;A”=(A”+A“)(I,+“X”+IO)(VU+VLI) 
(G) A”. V,, = I, 
(SW) T, = I,. (SW”) I’ = I, 
(SV2) Tu+h =T, +T, (SV2”) I”+h =I” +Ih 
(SV3) v, = I, (SV3”) A’ = I, 
(SV4) V,,,, =(I,+hX”+Ih)(V,+Vh) (SV4”) A”+h = (A”+Ah)(l,+“Xh+l,,) 
The motivation we have given in Section 2 shows that we have to consider the 
stronger axioms in Table 4. They are stronger in the following sense: in an arbitrary 
xy-ssmc only their restrictions to the case when f is an .x)1-morphism hold. 
Table 4 
Axioms for strong .g-ssmc (,/ : a + h) 
(S-f) T,,.t’= T,, (SI) .fl” = I” 
(SW (./ if)V,, = V&f (S/l) A”( /‘+,f ) =./‘A” 
Let us consider the order cL on {a, b, c, d} given by a < b < d, a < c’ < d, 1( b < c) 
and l(c< b), and similarly cc; for Greek letters in {a, p, y, S}. We define an 
x’y’-strong xy-ssmc, for x’ G L x and _r’ G(;)‘, as an xy-ssmc in which all the axioms 
in Table 4 corresponding to x’y’ hold. A strong xJ’-ssmc is by definition an x_t*-strong 
xy-ssmc. For example, in order to define a cy-strong &ssmc one has to add the 
axioms (SV) and (SA) to the axioms that define a &ssmc. 
There are very important instances of strong xy-ssmc-ies. The concept of a strong 
a&ssmc coincides with the concept of an algebraic theorJl--in the sense of Lawvere- 
used by Elgot, ADJ-groups, etc. (see [6], for example). The concept of a strong 
d&ssmc coincides with the concept of an idempotent matrix theory introduced by 
Elgot [19]; if the monoid of the objects is equal to the additive monoid of the 
nonnegative integers this concept is equivalent with the concept of a theory of 
matrices over an idempotent semiring. 
To be more precise, the two coincidences above are coincidences with the 
extensions of the usual concepts of algebraic theory and (idempotent) matrix theory, 
to the case when the objects of the underlying category form an arbitrary monoid. 
These extensions are defined in [13]. Note that the concept of a matrix theory is 
equivalent to an ssmc which is a strong aS-ssmc and a strong da-ssmc, too. Since 
(D), (Do), (E), and (F) follow from (ST), (SV), (SI) and (SA), it follows that in a 
matrix theory all the axioms in Tables 3 and 4 hold, with only one possible exception: 
the axiom (G). The axiom (G) holds iff the matrix theory is idempotent. 
An xy-ssmc morphism is an ssmc-morphism fulfilling all the conditions in Table 
5 corresponding to the restriction x_v. Note that an xJ’-ssmc morphism maps an 
x_v-morphism to an x_v-morphism. 
Sometimes we are interested to keep fixed the monoid of the objects of the 
underlying categories of xy-ssmc-ies. Let M be a monoid. An M-xy-ssmc is an 
xy-ssmc B such that Ob( B) = M. An M-xy-ssmc morphism H is an x-v-ssmc morphism 
that preserves the objects, i.e. H(a) = a for every a E M. 
Table 5 
C‘onditions for .q-ssmc morphisms 
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Proposition 3.2. If H : B + B’ is an M-xy-ssmc morphism, then for every xy-morphism 
f’ in B’ there exists an x-y-morphism .f in B such that H(f) = f ‘. 
We do not know, even if the restriction of H on objects is surjective, whether this 
proposition is valid when H is only an xy-ssmc morphism. Perhaps by adding some 
hypotheses such a result may be obtained. 
Proposition 3.3. Suppose x E {b, d} and B is an xy-ssmc. All the morphisms f E B( a, b) 
satisfying fl” = I“ form a sub-xv-ssmc of B. 
Proposition 3.4. Suppose x E {c, d} and B is an xy-ssmc. All the morphismsd E B( a, b) 
satisfying fA” = A”( f + f) form a sub-xy-ssmc of B. 
Proposition 3.5. Suppose y E { /3, 6) and B is an xy-ssmc. AN the morphisms f E B( a, b) 
satisfying T,f = T,, form a sub-xy-ssmc of B. 
Proposition 3.6. Suppose y E { 7, 6) and B is an xy-ssmc. All the morphisms f E B( a, b) 
satisfying V,f = (f + f )V, form a sub-xJ>-ssmc of B. 
Theorem 3.7. If B is an xy-ssmc then the category of its xy-morphisms B,,. is a strong 
xy-ssmc. 
4. Simulation 
In Section 2 we have shown that the local conditions (TX), (VX) or (IX) are 
not enough to generate useful equivalence relations. In order to do so one has to 
use certain global rules as well, for example functoriality. The combination of 
funtoriality with the above local conditions leads to certain equivalence relations 
which may, perhaps more directly, be introduced by using simulation. 
The using of simulation by bijective, injective, or surjective functions has become 
a standard way to define morphisms of automata, or graphs; see [24], [23], [32], 
for example. In the theory of multi-input/multi-output flowchart schemes the simula- 
tion by functions was used by Elgot in [20] to study the complete minimization. In 
our theory of flowchart schemes we have defined and studied simulation by bijective 
functions in [7], by surjective functions in [30, version of 19841, by injective functions 
in [30, version of 19851, and by arbitrary relations in [31, version of 19851; see also 
[28-31, 10, 121. This study of simulation has led to an abstract setting for the 
definition of simulation, introduced in [12]. Namely, since an ssmc structure may 
naturally be defined on the relations used to define simulation, we may be more 
abstract and define simulation via morphisms in an arbitrary ssmc. 
Definition 4.1. Let Y, B be two ssmc-ies, i, o: Y + B two ssmc morphisms, and 
(x,.0 (Y, g) two pairs in FIohC 1.I, Ij (a, b). We say (x,f) and ( y, g) are similar via 
u E Y(x, y), and write (x,./7 +,, (y, g), if 
(s) f. (Ih+i(n))=(l,,+o(n)). g. 
The relation (x, f ) + y ( y, g ) means (x, ,f‘ ) +, (y, g) for some j E Y(x, y). The relation 
+ y is called simulation via Y-morphisms. 
Example 4.2. Let us consider the partial schemes obtained using atomic schemes 
in a double ranked set 1, i.e. the schemes represented by pairs in FI_r,pr,. Suppose 
also the functions i, o : 2 + N, specifying the input and the output number, respec- 
tively are given. 
(1) Simulation via bijections. It is proved in [13] that there is a unique ssmc 
morphism i : Bil- + Pfn (resp. o : Bi, -+ Pfn) which acts on C as the given function i 
(resp. 0). Given two pairs (x,,f‘) and (y, g) in FI..Pm(a, b) it is shown in [12] that 
(x.f) and ( y, g) represent isomorphic flowchart schemes iff there exists u E BiI (x, y) 
such that f(lh + i(u)) = (I,, + o( u))g. In this case we say that (x,f) and (y, g) are 
similar via the bijection u. One may easily see that this definition of simulation via 
a bijection is a particular case of Definition 4.1, namely when Y = Bi\-. 
(2) Simulation via injections. It is proved in [13] that there is a unique a/3-ssmc 
morphism i : In, + Pfn (resp. o : In, + Pfn) which acts on Z as the given function i 
(resp. 0). Given two pairs (x,f‘) and (y, g) in FI\,Pfn(ar b) it is proved in Section 
13 that the scheme represented by (x, .f’) is isomorphic to a subscheme of the scheme 
represented by ( y, g) iff there exists u E In, (x, y) such thatf( I,, + i(u)) = (I, + o( u))g. 
[Here by “subscheme” we mean that there is no arrow from an input or from a 
vertex in the subscheme to a statement which is not in the subscheme.] In this case 
we say that (x,f) and (y, g) are similar via the injection u. One may easily see that 
this definition of simulation via an injection is a particular case of Definition 4.1, 
namely when Y = In,. 
Let us turn to the abstract setting. Suppose i, o: Y + B are two ssmc morphisms. 
We denote by y+ the converse of + , and by --)’ the least equivalence relation 
including + ).. Note that -, is the transitive closure of -+ y u Ye, i.e. -y = 
(+ y u yt)+. To simplify the notation we denote the monoid Ob( Y) by X and 
we shall sometime write FI (resp. +, resp. -) instead of FIx,8 (resp. --z y, resp. -y). 
The following two results are proved in [12]. 
Lemma 4.3. The simulation relation + y is a preorder which is compatible with summa- 
tion and composition. The generated equivalence - ,. may be written as 
Finally, the relation -) is also the least congruence relation including + Vr i.e. it is 
compatible with summation and composition. 
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Consequently, summation and composition make sense in FI/-Y, the quotient 
of FI by -,,. Let F,: B+ FI/- y be the composite of the embedding of B in FI, 
i.e. E, : B + FI, with the factorization morphism from FI to FI/- y. 
Proposition 4.4. The quotient FI/- y is an ssmc and F, is an ssmc morphism. 
We will try to find an algebraic structure such that: 
(i) it has sufficient properties (including the validity of the strong axioms in 
Table 4 and functoriality) in order to make possible the study of the classes of 
flowchart schemes we are interested in; and 
(ii) the structure is preserved by passing from B to FI/-. 
The strong axioms extend simply to FI/--, but for the extension of functoriality 
from B to FI/-- we need some technical conditions. The additional conditions are 
chosen in such a way to be preserved by the passing from B to FI/-, too. 
Proposition 4.5. Zf B is an xy-ssmc, then FI/- ,. is an xy-ssmc and FR is an xy-ssmc 
morphism. 
Proof. It is enough to see that: 
_ If certain operations from T,, V,, I”, or A“ are in B, then by En they are embedded 
in FI; 
- if certain axioms in Table 3 are satisfied in B, then they hold in FI, too. 0 
Proposition 4.6. Let i, o : Y + B be two xy-ssmc morphisms. Zf B is a strong xy-ssmc, 
then II- Y is a strong xy-ssmc. 
Proof. (a) Axiom (ST) is preserved (case JJ E {p, 6)): First note that B(e, a) = {T,}. 
Indeed,iffEB(e,a),thenf=I;f=T;f=T,. 
If (x, f) E FI(e, a), then (E, T,) ‘T, (x, f ). Indeed, 
T,(I,+i(T,)) =Trr+rc.r,=T,,c.Yj .f =(I,+o(T,)) .J 
Consequently, (x, f) - (F, T,) for every (x, f) E FI(e, a), hence axiom (ST) holds in 
FI/-. 
(b) Axiom (SI) is preserved (case x E {b, d}): Dual to (a). 
(c) Axiom (SV) is preserved (case y E {-y, 6)): Suppose (x, f) E FI(a, b). Note that 
((x,f)+(x,f)) .V,=(x+x,g), where 
g=(I,+ “x”“‘+I.,~i,)(f+f)(lh+ ""Xh+(i(\))(Vh+t~(.~+~)). 
We show that ((x, f )+ (x, f )) . V,, -zv, V, . (x, f) holds. Indeed, 
g(I,+i(V,)) = (I,+“X”‘“‘+I,,,,,)(f+f )Vh+,crl 
= (I, + “XO(X’+fl,,(~,)V~l+O(,,f 
= (I,+, + 4V,))I(V, + lOCX,)f I. 
(d) Axiom (SA) is preserved (case XE {c, d}): Dual to (c) 0 
5. Extending functoriality from connections to schemes 
In this section we suppose moreover that B is a biflow. We recall some results 
from [9, 121. The simulation relation + I is compatible to the feedback, therefore 
- ,, is the least flow congruence relation including -, ). 
Proposition 5.1. The quotient FI/- Y is a hifiow and F,3 is a biflow morphism. 
In this section we give some conditions which assure the extension of functoriality 
from B to FIX,,J -Y where X = Ob( Y). 
As we have defined already, a morphism j: a + b in a flow B is called functorial 
if 
.f. (ld +.j) = (I, +j) g * .I?“ = gt” 
for everyfE B(c+a,d+a) and gE B(c+b,d+b). 
Note that a morphism j: a + b in a flow B is functorial ifi 
.f. (j+l,,)=(j+l,.). g =$ t‘!f‘=Thg 
for everyfE B(a+c, a+d) and ge B(b+c, b+d). 
Lemma 5.2 (- preserves functoriality). [f’ ,j : a + b is ,functorial in B, then j is 
+-functorial in FI,Y,,3; that is 
(a) F. (j+L) -f,, (,j+I,.) . G =+ T“F -+,, T’G, and 
(b) (j+l,.). G -+> F. (j+l,,) =3 ThG +1 T”F, 
for every FE FI,,,(a + c, a + d) and GE FI x,s(b+ c, b+ d). 
Proof. (a) Suppose F = (~,.f) and G = (~1, g). The simulation shows that 
[f(.i+~~~+~~,,,)l(~h+r~+i(~))=(~rr+c~+~O(~))[(j+~~+~~~II.~)gl. 
Consequently, 
[.f(lol+d + i(u))l(j+ I d +,, l.j) = (.i + 1 ‘f,,,,,)[(lh+l.+O(U))gl. 
Since j is functorial in B it follows that 
?g(f(l<z+ll + i(u))) = ?h((th+~.+o(U))g), 
hence 
(?“S)(L + i(u)) = (I,.+ 4U))(Ths). 
This means TUF +<, T”G. 
(b) Similar. 0 
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Theorem 5.3. Suppose jE B(a, b). The implication 
j functorial in B + j functorial in FI & - y 
is valid provided that the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(Cl) -Y= ,,c”+v; 
(C2) F+u G(j+l,) 3 (3H) such thatF=H(j+I,) andH +,G 
forallqd, obj’ectsin B, F:a+c+b+d,G:a+c+a+d 
morphisms in FIx,B and u morphism in Y. 
Proof. Assume F E FI& a + c, a + d), G~F1~,,(b+c, b+d) and F(j+I,)- 
(j+l,)G. By (Cl) this means F(j+l,)+ H + (j+I,.)G foracertain pair H. Applying 
(C2) to the left simulation we get a pair H’ such that H = H’(j+ Id) and F+ H’, 
hence T”FtT”H’. The right simulation may be written as H’(j+I,)+ (j+l,.)G, 
hence by Lemma 5.2(a) we get tOH’+ T”G. It follows that T”F+ 0 +T’G, hence 
T”F-T’G. 0 
This easily proved theorem leads to the following problem: For a given Y find 
“reasonable” conditions on B with respect to Y such that the conditions in this 
theorem hold. 
6. Technical conditions 
In this section we give certain conditions on B with respect to Y such that 
conditions (Cl) and (C2) in Theorem 5.3 hold. 
We say a pair (j’, k’) of morphisms j’E B(a’, a,) and k’c B(a’, u3) of a category 
B is a weak pullback of the pair (j, k) of morphisms j E B(a, , a) and k E B(a,, a), 
and write 
(j’, k’) Wb (j, k), 
if j’j = k’k and if for every object b E Ob( B) and morphisms f E B(b, a,) and g E 
B( b, az) such that fi = gk there exists a morphism h E B( b, a’) such that hj’= f and 
hk’ = g. 
The adjective “weak” referes to the fact that we do not require uniqueness of h 
as in the analogous definition of pullbacks. 
6.1. Analysis of Condition (Cl) in Theorem 5.3 
Suppose i : Y + B is an ssmc morphism. We say B fulfills the wpb-condition (weak 
pullback condition) with respect to Y and i, if for all morphisms u E Y(x,, x) and 
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v E Y(xz, x) there exist an object X’E Ob( Y) and two morphisms U’E Y(x’, x,) and 
v’ E Y(x’, x2) such that 
(bl) u’u = v’v, and 
(b2) (I,+i(u’),I,+i(v’)) Wpb (I,l+i(u),I,+i(v)), 
for every object a E Ob( B). 
This wpb-condition rests on the following three conditions: 
(wpb,) Y has weak pullbacks; 
(wpb,) the functor i preserves weak pullbacks; 
(wpb,) addition of an object a E Ob( B) preserves weak pullbacks. 
Clearly, the conditions (wpb,)-(wpb,) imply the wpb-condition. Due to some 
technical reasons we prefer to work with this global wpb-condition. 
The usefulness of this wpb-condition comes from the following proposition. 
Proposition 6.1. If B fulfills the wpb-condition with respect to Y and i, then Condition 
(Cl) in Theorem 5.3 holds, i.e. cy = y+ 0 + ,‘. 
Proof. Since by Lemma 4.3 - = (+ 0 +)’ it suffices to show + 0 + is transitive. 
Consequently, it is enough to prove that + 0 + = + 0 +. 
Suppose we are given three pairs in FIx.n(b, a) such that 
(XI ,fi) ‘U (x,f) L’+ (xz,.L) 
for some morphisms u E Y(x,, x) and v E Y(x,, x). Since B fulfills the wpb-condition 
with respect to Y and i, there exists an object x’ of Y and two morphisms 
U’E Y(x’, x,) and U’E Y(x’, x2) fulfilling (bl) and (b2) in the definition of the 
wpb-condition. Since 
(lh + o(u’)).fi(l,, + i(u)) = (l,+o(u’u))f= (lh+ o(v’~))f 
= (lh + o(v’)Ml, + i(u)) 
by (b2) we get a morphism f’ E B( b + o(x)), a + i(x’)) such that 
f’(lu+i(u’))=(lh+o(u’))f, and f)(la+i(~'))=(lh+o(v'))fZ, 
i.e. such that (x,,f,) U,+(x’,f’)+,, (x2, ji). Hence we have proved that + 0 + C_ +- 0 + 
and the result follows. 0 
6.2. Analysis of Condition (C2) in Theorem 5.3 
We say two morphisms j : a + b and k : c + d in an ssmc B are WC-connected (weak 
cartesianly connected), and we write 
jWck if (j+l,.,l,+k)Wpb(I,,+k,j+I,,). 
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We also use the notation 
I+A fortheset{I,+j~a~Ob(B)andj~A} (I+jmeansl+{j}), 
A+I fortheset{j+I,~j~Aanda~Ob(B)} (j+lmeans{j}+l)and 
AWcA’ for (VjE A)(Vkc A’)(j WC k), 
where A and A’ are sets of morphisms in B. 
Lemma 6.2. Zf F +,, Gj and j WC i(u), then there exists a pair H such that F = Hj 
andH+.G. 
Proof. Suppose F = (x, .f) : a + c, G = ( y, g) : a +bandj~ B(b, c).Thenf(l,.+i(u))= 
(I, +o(u))g(j+l,,,,). Sincej WC i(u) in B there exists h E B(a+o(x), b+ i(x)) such 
that h(j+li(,,) =f and h(l,+ i(u)) = (I, + o(u))g. Consequently, H = (x, h) obeys 
Hj=F and H+,G. q 
Corollary 6.3. If j+ I WC i( Y), then Condition (C2) in Theorem 5.3 holds. 
Lemma 6.4. The implication 
(j’,k’) Wpb(j,k) + (pj’q,pk’w) Wpb(q-‘jt, wP’kt) 
is valid provided that p, q, w and t are isomorphisms. 
Lemma 6.5. 
(1) jWck 3 kWcj; 
(2) j isomorphism a j Wcf; for allf; 
(3) j Wc f andj’wc f + j. j' Wcf: 
Proposition 6.6. If I t-j WC i( Y), then Condition (C2) in Theorem 5.3 holds. 
Proof. By Corollary 6.3 and Lemma 6.5. 0 
7. Extending technical conditions from connections to schemes 
In this section we try to answer the question asked after Proposition 4.4. To this 
aim we study the preservation of some properties by the passing from B to FI/-. 
Lemma 7.1. The implication 
(j’, k’) Wpb (j, k) in B =? (j’, k’) Wpb (j, k) in FI/- 
is valid provided that the following three conditions are satis$ed. 
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(1) --y=yto+y. 
(2) Ij, k)Wc i(Y). 
(3) (jr+iitzl, k'+iic.,,) Wpb(j+li~~~, k-f-l,,,,) inB,Ji>reveqfzEX. 
[The premise qf the implication is a particular case of (3)]. 
Proof. Suppose j‘e B(a’, a,),jE B(a,, a), k’~ B(a’, a,) and ke B(a2, a). Suppose 
moreover F = (x,f) E FI( b, a,) and G = ( y, g) E Fl( b, aJ satisfy 
Fj-Gk. 
By (1) there exists H = (z, fr) E FI( b, a) and two morphisms u and D in Y such that 
Fj ,, + H + 1 Gk. 
By (2) j WC i(u), hence by Lemma 6.2 there exists a pair H, = (z, h,) E FI(b, a,) 
such that 
F,,+ Hz and H,j= H 
and similarly from k WC i( ~1) we deduce that there exists a pair H> = (z, h,) E FI( b, a,) 
such that 
H=H,k and Hz-+rG. 
Thismeansh,(j+I,,,,)=i~=f~,(k4li,~,).Ry(3)thereexistsk’~B(bto(z),n’+i(z)) 
such that 
h’(j’4 Ii,_,) = h, and h’(k’+li,;,)= h,. 
For W’= (z, h’) E FI(b, a’) we deduce 
Hj”= H, -+1, F and H’k’=H2-+,,G, 
hence Hj“- F and H’k’- G. Hence (j’, k’) Wpb (j, k) in FL’--. Cl 
Proposition 7.2. The implication 
B,fu[jills the wpb-condition with respect to Y and i 
=+FFI/-- fu(fil1.s the wpb-condition with respect to Y and iFD, 
is ualid provided that I + i( Y) WC i( Y). 
Proof. Let u E Y(xl , x) and II E Y(x,, x). As B fulfills the wpb-condition with respect 
to Y and i, there exists U’E Y(x’, x,) and V’E Y(x’, x,) satisfying (bl) and (b2) in 
the definition of the wpb-condition. To prove (b2) in FI/- we apply Lemma 7.1. 
The conditions (1) and (2) in Lemma 7.1 follow from Proposition 6.1 and the 
hypothesis If i( Y) WC i( Y), respectively. Therefore we only have to show condition 
(3) in Lemma 7.1 holds. 
Let z~Ob( Y). From (b2) in B we deduce 
(la+,(;)+ i(u’), lu+i(zj+ i(d)) Wpb (Is,+,<:,+ i(u), lrr+i(:j+ i(u)). 
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Using Lemma 6.4 for p = I, + i’x”X”‘), q = I, + “‘)X”‘I’, ~1 = I, + ““X’(*2’ and 1 z 
I, + i(z)X”‘), we deduce 
(I,+i(u’)+I,,,,,I,+i(v’)+Iic.,)Wpb(I,,+i(u)+I,,,,,I,+-(u)+I,,Z,), 
hence condition (3) in Lemma 7.1 is valid. 0 
Lemma 7.3. Let jE B(a, b) and k E B(c, d). 7’he implication 
jWckinB + jWckinFI/-. 
is valid provided that the following three conditions are.fuljilled. 
6) -y=yto+,. 
(ii) {I,, + k,j+ Id} WC i( Y) 
(iii) j Wc k+liczI in B, for ever): z E Ob( Y). 
[The premise of the implication is a particular case of (iii)]. 
Proof. We apply Lemma 7.1 for (j+l,.,I,,+k) Wpb(I,,+k,j+I,,). 0 
Proposition 7.4. The implication 
I + i( Y) WC i( Y) in B =+ I + iF,,( Y) WC iFB( Y) in FI/- 
is valid provided that - y = I c- 0 + ,,. 
Proof. For every a E Oh(B), u E Y(x’, x) and v E Y( JJ’, y) we have to prove that 
I, + i(u) WC i(v) in FI/-. For this purpose, we apply Lemma 7.3 for I, + i(u) WC i(v) 
in B. In our case conditions (ii) and (iii) in Lemma 7.3 become 
{I ,+,,,,+i(v),I,+i(u+I,)}Wci(Y) and 
I,+i(u)Wci(v+12) foreveryzEOb(Y), 
therefore they may be easily deduce from I + i( Y) WC i( Y) in B. 0 
Theorem 7.5. For every bijlow B the following holds. [f 
(a) B satis$es the wpb-condition with respect to Y and i, 
(b) I+ i( Y) WC i( Y), and 
(c) B satisfies the functoriality axiom (func: i( Y)), 
then 
(a’) FI/- satisfies the wpb-condition with respect to Y and iF,, 
(b’) I + iFB( Y) WC iFB( Y), and 
(c’) FI/- satisfies thefunctoriality axiom (func: iF,3( Y)). 
Proof. Using Proposition 6.1 we deduce - , = y+ 0 + y. Conclusions (a’) and (b’) 
follows from Propositions 7.2 and 7.4 respectively. Using Proposition 6.6 we may 
apply Theorem 5.3 to get the last conclusion. 0 
This theorem answers the question asked after Proposition 4.4. Note that all the 
hypotheses in this theorem refer to the ssmc morphism i: Y + B. In sequel we will 
give a slightly different version of Theorem 7.5 where hypotheses (b) and (c) are 
replaced by stronger hypotheses on B itself. 
Definition 7.6. A biflow over a strong xy-ssmc is said to be an xy-flow if every 
xy-morphism is functorial. (Note that acu-flow means biflow.) 
Let B and B’ be XJI-flows. The biflow morphism H : B--f B’ is said to be an x-v-flow 
morphism if H is also an xy-ssmc morphism. 
Definition 7.7. An xv-ssmc B is said to be weakl~~ cartesian if .f Wc g whenever ,f 
and g are xy-morphisms in B. 
Theorem 7.8. Suppose Y is an xy-ssmc such that Y,, = Y. Suppose i: Y + B and 
o : Y --, B are xy-ssmc morphisms. lf 
B is an xy-flow, 
B is weakl_y Cartesian, and 
B satisjies the wpb-condition with respect to Y and i, 
then 
FI/-- is an xv-flow, F,, is an xy-flow morphism, 
FI/ - is weakly Cartesian, and 
FI/- satisfies the wpb-condition with respect to Y and iF,,. 
Proof. Propositions 4.5, 4.6 and 5.1 show FI/- is a biflow over a strong xy-ssmc 
and FH has the required properties. 
To get the other conclusions we use the following remarks 
(a) every morphism in i( Y) is an xy-morphism, 
(b) I +f WC i( Y) whenever ,f is an xy-morphism is B 
(by using remark (a) and the hypothesis that B is weakly Cartesian), 
(c) -r = ,.+ 0 + Y (by Proposition 6.1). 
We show FI/ - is weakly Cartesian. Let j’ and k’ be xy-morphisms in FI/ -. Using 
Proposition 3.2 we deduce j’ = FJ3(,j) and k’ = F,j( k) where j and k are xy-morphisms 
in B. As B is weakly Cartesian it follows that j WC k. To finish we apply Lemma 7.3. 
We show every x>j-morphism in Fl/- is functorial. Let j’ an xy-morphism in 
FI/--. Using Proposition 3.2 we get j’= FH(j) where j is an x?,-morphism in B. 
Using remarks (c) and (b) and Proposition 6.6 we apply Theorem 5.3 to prove that 
j’ is functorial. Therefore FI/- is an xy-flow and F,3 is an xy-flow morphism. To 
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show that FI/- fulfills the wpb-condition with respect to Y and iF,, we apply 
Proposition 7.2 using remarks (a) and (b). q 
8. Duality 
In the sequel we shall use a duality principle based on the following idea: Reverse 
all the arrows of a flowchart scheme. In this way we obtain from a flowchart scheme 
another flowchart scheme where the inputs and the outputs of the two schemes and 
even the inputs and the outputs of every statement are interchanged. 
If Y is an smc then the dual of Y from the categorial point of view, denoted Y”, 
is an smc, too. Note that the monoid Ob( Y”) and Ob( Y) are equal. 
The dual Y” of an ssmc Y is also an ssmc. Here we have to interchange UXh and 
hXa. 
The dual B” of a biflow B is also a biflow. It is easy to see that a morphism is 
functorial in B if and only if it is functorial in B”. 
[Note that this duality does not work well for flows, as the concept of flow is a 
nonpermutable one [13]. Therefore to apply the duality principle to the flowchart 
scheme representations we must take some care. 
Observe first that when we dualize, i and o must be interchanged. Even 
following equality holds 
FI x,~.v,(a, b) = F~x,.~.,,,,(h a), 
FI X,W,O,l as a category is not dual to FIX,H,i,,,. To see this, it is enough to look 
composition. Nevertheless, we may dualize E,(j)(x,f) by (x,f)EB(j); this 




Passing to the simulation relation notice that we may dualize (~,f) 3, (y, g) in 
FI(a, b) by (x,f) u+ (y, g) in FI,,.(b, a) as the equalityf(lh+i(u))=(I,+o(u))g 
becomes g 0 (I, + o(u)) = (I,, + i(u)) of in B”. 
Using the duality principle for the main results in Sections 5-7 we obtain the 
following facts. 
A pair (j’, k’) of morphisms j’~ B(a,, a’) and k’E B(a,, a’) of a category B is 
said to be a weukpushout of the pair (j, k) of morphismsj E B(u, a,) and k E B(u, a,), 
and we write 
(j, k) WPO (j ‘, k’ ) 
ifj’j’= kk’and for every b~Ob(B),fe B(u,, b) and gE B(a,, b) such thatjf= kg, 
there exists h E B(u’, b) such that j’h = f and k’h = g. When the above h is unique 
we write (j, k) PO (j’, k’) and we say (j’, k’) is a pushout of (j, k). 
Suppose o: Y + B is an ssmc-morphism. We say B satisfies the wpo-condition 
(weak pushout condition) with respect to Y and o if for every morphism u E Y(x, x,) 
and v E Y(x, x,) there exists X’E Ob( Y), U’E Y(x,, x’) and U’E Y(x2, x’) such that 
(1) uu’ = vu’ 
(2) (~,+o(~),I,+o(v))Wpo(I,+o(u’),I,+o(d)) foreveryaEOb(B), 
Proposition 8.1. [f’ B fulfills the wpo-condition with respect to Y and o then -y = 
+yO ).t. 
We say two morphisms j : a + b and k : c + d in an ssmc B are WCC-connected (weak 
cocartesianly connected) and we write 
jWcck if(,j+I,,I,,+k)Wpo(I,+k,j+I~,). 
Lemma 8.2. Jf jG -+,, F and j WCC o(u) then there exists H such that F=jH and 
G +,, H. 
Theorem 8.3. If the biJlow B satisfies the wpo-condition with respect to Y and o, j is 
functorial in B and I +j WCC O( Y), then j is .functorial in FI/-. 
Proposition 8.4. [f B satisfies the wpo-condition with respect to Y and o, and ij 
I+o( Y) WCC o( Y) then FI/- satisfies the wpo-condition with respect to Y and OF,,. 
Proposition 8.5. rf‘ - I = -, ,. 0 t +, then 
I+o(Y)Wcco(Y)inB =+ l+oF,,(Y)WccoFu(Y)inFI/-. 
Theorem 8.6. For every biJIow B thefollowing holds. If 
(a) B satisfies the wpo-condition with respect to Y and o, 
(b) l+o(Y)Wcco(Y), 
(c) B satis$es the,functoriahty axiom (func: o( Y)), 
then 
(a’) FI/- satisfies the wpo-condition with respect to Y and OF,, 
(b’) I+ ofB( Y) WCC oF,,( Y), 
(c’) FI/- satisjies the.functoriahty axiom (func: oFH( Y)). 
Definition 8.7. An x?l-ssmc B is said to be weakly cocartesian if f Wee g whenever 
f and g are xy-morphisms in B. 
Theorem 8.8. Suppose Y is an xy-ssmc such that Y,V = Y. Assume i: Y + B and 
o : Y + B are xy-ssmc morphisms. [f’ 
B is an xy-flow, 
B is weakly concartesian, and 
B jiiljills the wpo-condition with respect to Y and o, 
then 
FI/ - is an xy,flow, Fu is an xyTflow morphism, 
FI/ - is weakly cocartesian, and 
FI/- fu!fills the wpo-condition with respect to Y and OF,. 
9. On xy-simulation 
In the sequel we are interested in the study of some types of flowchart schemes. 
As we have mentioned, in [lo] the study of each type in related to a certain type 
of simulation. Instead of using different categories to do simulations and different 
morphisms between these categories to compare different kinds of simulation, it is 
preferably to use for simulation different subcategories of a unique category Y. 
This viewpoint agrees with the case when our abstract flowchart schemes (abstract 
means the connections are taken from a biflow B) are built using statements in a 
set 2. In this case Y is a subcategory of RelI. E.g. (see the last section), when we 
study minimal schemes Y may be Fn, and we may use four kinds of simulation, 
viz. simulation using morphisms in Bi\, InI, Surz or Fn,. 
The same viewpoint agree with another point of view, an algebraic one. To 
understand this algebraic point of view we need some preliminaries. 
Let B be an xy-ssmc and let h : X + Oh(B) be a monoid morphism. We define 
an X-xy-ssmc h”(B) as follows: 
h”(B)(u, v)= B(h(u), h(u)) for U, VEX, 
fs =fg forfFh”(B)(u, u)andg~h”(B)(u, w), 
1, = IhCu, for uEX, 
f+g=f+g forf~h”(B)(u,u)andg~h”(B)(u’,u’), 
1~x0 = h(u)xh(u) for U, u E X. 
and for the additional distinguished morphisms for u E X we choose according to 
xy from 
T, =Th(u), 
1” = IMu), V, = V,,(,,) and A” = Ah(“). 
Let & : h”(B) + B be the xy-ssmc morphism defined by 
[h(u) = h(u) for u E X and 
th(f)=f for each morphism f in h”(B) 
For every monoid X we denote by xy, the initial X-xy-ssmc. In xyx every 
morphism in an xy-morphism. We have shown in [13] that xy-Rel, is a model for 
xy,*. 
Proposition 9.1. Let B be an xy-ssmc. Every monoid morphism h : X + Ob( B) can be 
uniquely extended to an xy-ssmc morphism H : xy, + B. 
Proof. As xy, in the initial X-xy-ssmc there exists a unique X-xy-ssmc morphism 
H’:xy, + h”(B). By definition, H = H’lh. As H(u) =th(H’(u))= [h(u) = h(u) for 
every u E X the xy-ssmc morphism H is the required extension of h. 0 
Proposition 9.2. Let Y be an X-xy-ssmc. Assume i : Y + B and o : Y + B are xy-ssmc 
morphisms. If i”‘: xyx + B and o’?’ : xyx + B are the unique xy-ssmc morphisms which 
extend the monoid morphisms i and o, respectively, then for every Fand G in FI x,B( a, b), 
we have 
F +*I,, G i# there exists an xy-morphism u in Y such that F +,2 G. 
Proof. Let H : xy, -+ Y be the unique X-xy-ssmc morphism. We deduce Hi = i”” 
and Ho = o ‘j’. 
We prove only the more difficult implication. Suppose there exists an xy-morphism 
u E Y(x’, x”) such that 
F = (x’,f) +” G = (x”, g). 
According to Proposition 3.2 there existsj E xyx (x’, x”) such that u = H(j); therefore 
f(lh+i~;)‘(j))=f(lh+i(u))=(I,+o(u))g=(I,+oX”(j)). 0 
We are now ready to explain the algebraic viewpoint. To build FIX,” we use two 
functions i:Z +Ob(B) and o:E + Ob( B) which give the input and the output of 
every statement in 2;. These functions may be extended in one way to monoid 
morphisms i : I* + Ob( B) and o : E* +Ob(B), and then to x-v-ssmc morphisms 
i: xy-Rel, + B and o: xJj-Rell + B. The simulation is made using morphisms in 
xy-RelL. 
To generalize we replace E* by an arbitrary monoid X and we use two monoid 
morphisms i : X + Ob( B) and o : X + Ob( B) to build FIxB as we already did in [9]. 
In this case we use the category xyx and the xy-ssmc morphisms iyV: xy, + B and 
o.= : xy, + B to simulate. 
In order to generalize we replace xy, by an X-xv-ssmc Y and we use two xy-ssmc 
morphisms i: Y + B and o : Y + B. Proposition 9.2 shows that the simulation via 
xy,-morphisms is equivalent to the simulation via xy-morphisms in Y. Hence the 
algebraic viewpoint agrees with the point of view of the beginning of this section. 
Suppose i: Y+ B and o: Y+ B are xy-ssmc morphisms and B is a biflow (over 
an xy-ssmc). The xy-simulation, i.e. the simulation via xy-morphisms in Y, is 
introduced in accordance with Definition 4.1 using the restriction of i and o to Y,V, 
and is denoted by II;. We denote by 2 its converse and by -x1. the smallest flow 
congruence relation which includes 9. Since -00 G - yr, the quotient FI/- ,? of 
FI~,R by - r, is a biflow over an xy-ssmc. By Proposition 4.6 if B is a strong xy-ssmc 
then FI/ - ~,, is a strong x-v-ssmc. The morphisms in FI/-_.,. are called xy-schemes 
and FI/ - .,,. is called the biflow of the x-y-schemes. 
Definition 9.3. A monoid morphism I : X + Mor( B) is said to be an interpretation 
of X in B with respect to i and o if I(x)E B(i(x), o(x)) for every x in X. 
Let Ey;“:X-+FI/--,,. and Ez: B+FI/--_., be the composite of Ex and Eo with 
the factorization morphism from FI to FI/ - ,~. Remark Ey is an interpretation of 
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X in FI/-,, with respect to iEy and oEy. Remark E.2 is an biflow morphism 
and an xy-ssmc morphism. 
Proposition 9.4. If B is a strong xy-ssmc then the congruence relation -x? fulfills 
(XX) 
(z+ t)o(z)~o(O _ yvi(zI~l(H (t+z) for t, z E x, 
(TX) if y E {P, 61 then Ticz+ -xvT,,,2, forzEX, 
(VX) ifyE{y,S} thenV,,Zj~-r,.(~+~)V,C,j forzEX, 
(IX) ifx E {b, d} then XI”(‘) -,rF liCz’ for z E X, and 
(AX) ifxE{c,d} thenzA”“‘-,,A”Z’(z+z) forzEX. 
Proof. We can use the same proof as For Proposition 4.6. 0 
Lemma 9.5. If I is an interpretation of X in B with respect to the xy-ssmc morphisms 
i and o such that for every z E X 
(T) tf Y E {A 61 then Tit=,l(z) =T,tZ), 
(W if y E IX 81 then Vi(=,l(z) = (I(z) + I(z))Vc>,z,, 
(I) if x e {b, d} then I(z)l”“’ =.Li”‘, and 
(A) ifx~{c, d} thenI(z)A”“‘=A”“(Z(z)+Z(z)), 
then I(z)o(f)=i(f)I(t) for eueryfE Y,,.(z, t). 
Proof. It is easy to show all the morphisms from Y fulfilling the above equality 
form a sub-xy-ssmc of Y q 
Definition 9.6. A congruence relation in B is said to be xy-functorial if it fulfills 
(func: B,,,). 
Remark 9.7. Using Proposition 3.2 it is easy to see that a congruence relation = in 
FI is xy-functorial if and only if every xy-morphism from FI/= is functorial. 
Proposition 9.8. If the xy-functorial congruence relation = in FI fulfills (XX), (TX), 
(VX), (IX) and (AX), then = contains -‘,,. 
Proof. As = fulfills (XX) we deduce FI/= is a biflow [12, Lemma 7.51 over an 
xy-ssmc. 
Let G : FI + FI/= be the factorization morphism. As E,G is an interpretation of 
X in FI/= with respect to iEsG and oE,G, we deduce from Lemma 9.5 that 
zo(u) = i(u)t for every u E Y%,(z, t). 
In order to obtain the statement it suffices to show s G =. Suppose (z,f) +,, (t, g) 
in FI( a, b) where u E Y,,( z, t). Since i(u) is = -functorial and since 
(I, + z)S(Ih + i(u)) = (I,, + zo(u))g E (I,, + i(u))(I, + r)g, 
we deduce [(I,+z)f]~““~[(I,,+r)g]~““, hence (z,.f)=(t,g). 0 
10. A universal theorem 
Assume i: Y-t B and o: I’-+ B are ssmc morphisms and - is the smallest con- 
gruence relation in FI including + Y. 
Let &:X-,FI/- be the composite of the embedding Ex :X -+FI with the 
factorization morphism from FI to FI/-. Note that Fy is an interpretation of X in 
FI/-- with respect to iFH and OF”. 
Lemma 10.1. For every bi’ow morphism H : B --, B’ and for every interpretation I of 
X in B’ with respect to iH and OH the.following holds. If,for each j E Y(x, y), we have 
(1) I(x)H(o(j)) = H(i(j))l(y) and 
(2) H(i(j)) isfunctorial, 
then there exists a unique bijlow morphism (I, H) : FI/- + B’ such that F, (Z, H) = 1 
and Fs(l, H) = H. 
Proof. We have proved [9, Theorem 5.21 that there exists a unique flow morphism 
(I, H)‘:FI+ B' such that _!?,(I, H)‘=I and EH(I, H)‘= H, Recall that for every 
(x, g) E FI(a, b), 
(4 H)‘(x, g) = [(I H(<,,+ Ux))WdlTH”“‘). 
If (x, g) -+, (y, h) in FI(a, b), then using assumption (I), we deduce that 
[(I Hc,,+r(X))H(g)l(lH,h,+H(i(j))) 
= (I H(a)+ I(x))H(gCl,+ i(j))) = (IH,,,,+ I(x))H((I, +o(j))h) 
= (I Hc,,+H(i(j))l(,v))H(h)=(l~~~,~+H(i(j)))[(l~~~~+z(~))H(h)l, 
therefore we conclude (I, H) ‘(x, g) = (I, H) ‘( y, h), because H( i(j)) is functorial. 
As (I,H)‘(x,g)=(I,H)‘(y,g) whenever (x,g)-(y,h),thereisauniqueflow 
morphism (1, H):FI/-- B’ such that the composite of the factorization morphism 
from FI to FI/- with (I, H) is equal to (I, H) ‘. The other conclusions easily 
follows. 0 
Proposition 10.2. Assume that i: Y --f B and o : Y+ B are xv-ssmc morphisms and 
that I an interpretation of X in B with respect to i and o. If B is a strong xy-ssmc, then 
I(z)o(u)=i(u)l(t) foreveryuE Y,,(z,t). 
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Proof. Apply Lemma 9.5. 0 
Theorem 10.3. Assume i : Y--z B and o : Y 3 B are xy-ssmc morphisms. For every 
xy-flow morphism H : B + B’ and for every interpretation I of X in B’ with respect to 
iH and OH there exists a unique xy-ssmc and btflow morphism (I, H) : FI/-.,,+ B’ 
suchthatF,~(I,H)=IandF,(l,H)=H. 
Proof. To apply Lemma 10.1 for the restrictions of i and o to YXV we must show 
that hypotheses (1) and (2) hold for every morphism j in YX,,. 
Since B’ is a strong xy-ssmc we apply Proposition 10.2 to-show that hypothesis 
(1) holds. 
Since H(i(j)) is an xy-morphism we deduce it is functorial, hence hypothesis (2) 
holds, too. 
Apply Lemma 10.1 and observe that the equality Fa(l, H) = H implies that (I, H) 
is an xy-ssmc morphism. 
11. Some examples 
The abstract theory written in the previous section is used in Sections 13, 15 and 
16 to study three classes of flowchart schemes. In Sections 11, 12 and 14 we give 
examples for the concepts introduced in the previous sections. 
Proposition 11.1. In a bi’ow over a complete matrix theory every morphism isfunctorial. 
Proof. In [ 1 l] we have proved that in a matrix theory [ 19,131 a morphism j: a + b 
is functorial if and only if jj =jg implies f *j =jg* for every f: a + a and g : b + 6. 
In a complete matrix theory [ 121 the repetition is defined by f * = LJ,, .() f n for 
every f:a+a. 
Assume _fi = jg. By induction we deduce f “j = jg” for every n 2 0. Therefore 
f*j= U f”j= IJ jgn=jg*. 0 
n ’ 0 n ~’ 0 
This proposition shows every morphism is functorial in Rel(S) and in Rel,? as 
well as in every sub-biflow of them, for example Pfn(S), Pfn,, In,, etc. 
Proposition 11.2. Assume that T is an algebraic theory (i.e. a strong a&ssmc). If B 
is a sub-ssmc of T such that “st in B implies t in B whenever s and t are composable 
morphisms of T”, then j WCC k for every jE B(a, b) and k E B(c, d). 
Proof. Suppose f e B(b+c, u), g E B(a+d, u) and (j+I,,)f= (I,+ k)g. As f = 
(f’, f “) ’ where f’ E T( b, u) and f” E T( c, u), and g = (g’, g”) where g’ E T( a, u) and 
g” E T(d, u) we deduce JY' = g' and f” = kg”. For h = (f ‘, g”) E T( b + d, u) we get 
(I,+k)h =f and (j+I,)h =g. The morphism h is in B as (I,+k)h is in B. 0 
’ ( , ) denotes binary tupling, i.e. (,f’,,f”) = (.f’+.f”)V,, 
Table 6 
Column A: Is xpRel,s weakly Cartesian? (Y = yes, N = no) 
Column B: Is q-Rel, weakly cocartesian? 
Name Properties A B Name Properties A B 
aa-Rel, = Bi, T, P, S, 1 Y Y ca-Rel, = SW, T, S, l Y Y 
ap-Rel, = In, T, P, 1 Y N cP-Rel, = PSur;’ T, I Y N 
ay-Rel, = SW, T‘, P, S Y Y cy-Rel, = STRel, T, S Y Y 
a&Rel, = Fn, T, P Y Y cS-Rel, =TRel,% T Y Y 
ba-Rel, = In;’ P, S, 1 N Y da-Rel,% = Fn,’ S, I Y Y 
h/3-Rel,s = Pin, P, I N N d/3-Rel, = Pfn;’ I Y N 
by-Rel, = PSur, P, S N Y dy-Rel,% = SRel, S Y Y 
h&Rel, = Pfn, P N Y d&Rel, = Rel,% Y Y 
11.3 (nte sixteen sub-ssmc-ies of Rel,). In [ 131 we have studied sixteen sub-S*-ssmc- 
ies of Rel, formed by all the morphisms in Rel.$ having the properties given in 
Table 6. 
The properties used for r E Rels(a, b) are: 
T (total): (ViE lIlall)(~j~ [lull) (i,j) E r, 
S (surjective): (vj E [Ibll)C~~ E [Iall) (i.i) E r, 
P (partial function): (Vi~[lal])(Vj, k~[lbl])((i,j)r r and (i, k)Erimplyj= k), 
I (injective): (Vj, k~[(al])(Vi~[lb/])((j, i)~rand(k, i)Erimplyj= k). 
Note that xy-Rel, is a strong xv-ssmc in which every morphism is an xy-morphism. 
In column A of Table 6 there is the answer (Y = yes, N = no) to the question “Is 
xy-Rel, a weakly Cartesian xy-ssmc?” and in column B of Table 6 is the answer to 
the question “Is xy-Rel, a weakly cocartesian xl>-ssmc?“. We give the proofs only 
for the answers in column B. The proofs for the answers in column A are dual. 
Let x E {a, b, c, d}. In the cases x6 we apply Proposition 11.2 for B = T. In the 
cases x-y we apply Proposition 11.2 for T = x&Rel,. In the cases XQ the proof is 
an easy consequence of the following remark. 
IfjE dcu-Rels(a, b), kE da-Rel,(c, d),f~ da-Rels(b+c, u), gE da-Rel,(a+d, u) 
and (j+l<)f=(I,+k)g then 
The difficult part of the proof is to show h has property I. Assume (n, i) E h and 
(m, i) E h. If n G (61 and m s lb1 then (n, i) of and (m, i) of hence n = m. If n > lb1 
and m>(b( then (n-lbl+(a(, i)Eg and ( m-Ibl+la\,i)Eghencen=m.Theother 
cases lead to a contradiction. Suppose for example n s (b\ and m > lb\. As above 
we deduce (n, i) Ef and (m - Ib(+ la/, i) E g. As j and k have property S there exists 
pE[bllandqE[j II c suchthat(p,n)rjand(q,m-jbl)Ek.Therefore(p,i)E(j+I,.)f 
and (~I+[u(,i)~(I,,+k)g. As (j+I,.).f=(I,,+k)g has property I, we deduce p= 
4 + (a(, a contradiction. 
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For the four answers “no” we give the following 
f=g=lT and h=V,. q 
counterexample: j = k = T,, 
In [15] we have proved that in Bis, Ins, In,‘, Pin,, P&r,, PSur,‘, Pfns, Pfn,’ 
and Rels there is only one feedback to make them biflows. As all of them are 
sub-biflows of ReIs (which is a complete matrix theory) we deduce from Proposition 
11.1 in all these biflows all the morphisms are functorial. In conclusion 
(a) xy-Rels is an xy-flow for xy~{acu, a& ba, b/3, by, b6, cp, d@, da}, 
(b) xy-Rel, is a weakly Cartesian xy-flow for xy E {aa, a/3, ~$3, dfi, da}, 
(c) xy-Rel, is a weakly cocartesian xy-flow for xy E {aa, btx, by, b8, da}. 
These examples motivate the necessity of two variants: Theorem 7.8 and its dual 
Theorem 8.8. In the case up we may use only Theorem 7.8 but in the case by we 
may use only Theorem 8.8. In the case b@ Theorem 7.8 and 8.8 cannot be used. 
This case will be studied in a forthcoming paper. 
11.4. The semantic models are used to interpret statements, therefore they must be 
substituted for the xy-flow B’ in Theorem 10.3. 
Let S be the set of value vectors denoting the states of the memory in a computing 
device. Recall that the basic semantic model in the nondeterministic case Rel(S) is 
defined by 
Rel(S)(m,n)={rlr~([mJxS)x([n]xS)} form,nEN. 
For more details see [lo]. It is a complete matrix theory over the complete semiring 
( P(S x S), u, 4% . , Is>. 
From Propositions 11.1, 11.2 and their duals we deduce that Rel(S) is a weakly 
Cartesian and a weakly cocartesian d&flow. 
Recall that the basic semantic model in the deterministic case Pfn(S) is defined by 
Pfn(S)(m,n)={fJf:[m]xS+[n]XS partial function} forn,mEN. 
As Pfn(S) is a subbiflow of Ret(S) we deduce that Pfn(S) is a weakly cocartesian 
b&flow. 
12. On the wph-condition (case a/?) 
The study of the wpb-condition is difficult. We shall treat in this section only the 
up-case. In fact, we shall prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 12.1. Assume that the a&ssmc Y satisfies 
(1) every morphism in Y is an a&morphism, and 
(2) the monoid of objects of Y is equidivisible. 
If B is a weakl,v Cartesian up-ssmc such that every up-morphism of B is a monomorphism, 
then B fulfills the wpb-condition with respect to Y and i.for every a@-ssmc morphism 
i: Y+ B. 
We recall that a monoid (M, +) is equidivisible [25] if for every a, b, c, d E M one 
deduces from a + b = c + d that 
(ge)(a=c+eande+b=d) or (!le)(c=a+eandb=e+d). 
We mention that free monoids and groups are equidivisible. 
Lemma 12.2. In an equidivisible monoid M the,following holds. [f 
a,+a,+. . . + a,, = b, + b2 + . . + b,,, 
then there exist c, , c2,. . , c, E M and integers 0 = i,,< i, < i, < . . < i,,_, < i, = r and 
0=jo<j,<j2<‘..<jn,~,<j,,,=rsuch that 
ak=c,, ,+,+c,, ,+,+...+c,, for every k E [n] and 
br=~,i_,+,+~,r_,+2+...+~,, foreverykE[m]. 
Proposition 12.3. If the monoid M of’ the objects qf an a/3-ssmc is equidivisible, then 
every @-morphism may be written as 
j(.L +A+ . . +.h), 
where ,j is an acu-morphism and ,f; is of type I, or T, for every i E [n]. 
Proof. First notice that every morphism of type I,, tRX‘ + I,, or I,, +T, + I, may be 
easily written as above. 
Then we suppose f = j(f, +,f?+ . . . +.I;,) where j is an aa-morphism and L E 
{I,,,,T,,,} for iE[n] and we showf(l,,+“X’+Id) andf(l,,+T,+I,.) are of the same 
type. 
(a) Casef(l,,+“X”+I,,). Since a,+a,+ . . . + a, = a + b + c + d there exist ,f( I,, + 
‘X’+Id) b,,bz ,..., b,EM,O=io<il<i-,<... <i,,_,<i,,=r and lSs<t<uCr 
such that 
ak=bjk ,+,+b,, ,+z+...+b,i for k E [n], 
a=b,+...+b,, b=b,+,+...+b,, 
c=b,+,+...+b,, and d=b,,,,+...+b,. 
In the expression of .f using (B5) in Table 1 and (SV2) in Table 3 we may write 
.f=j(g,+g2+. ..+g,)whereg~~111,,, ThA} for k E [r]. Therefore, denoting by x, y, z 
and w the sources of the morphisms g, + . . . + g,, g,+, + 1 . . + g,, g,,, + . . . + g, 
and g,,,, + . . . +g,, respectively, we deduce that 
,f’(l~,+hX’+I~,)=j(l,+“X~+l,~~)(g,+~~~+g,+g,+,+~~~+gl, 
+g,i,+ ..+g,+g,,+,+.~.+g,). 
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(b) For f(la +T, + I,,), there exists i E [n] and objects u and u such that 
a=a,+.. .+a,_,+u, a,=u+v and ~=~+a,+,+~~~+a,, 
because a, + a2 ’ . . + a,, = a + c. 
rfh==I,,,, let f’= I, and f”= I,,, else let f’=T,, and f”=TL.. Therefore 
f(L+T,,+L)=Afi+. . . +f,_,+,f’+T,,+f”+f;+,+. . . +fn). q 
Proposition 12.4. Suppose B is an ap-ssmc and Ob( B) is equidivisible. If u E B( a, c) 
and v E B( b, c) are afi-morphisms then there exist aa-morphisms p E B(d + a’, a), 
qE B(b’+d, b) andjE B(c, b’+d+a’+r), such that 
puj = T,,,+ Id+“.+Tr, qvj = I,,+, +T,,,, and (I,! +T,,)pu = (Th.+ld)qv. 
Proof. First we use the previous proposition to write u and v as a composite of an 
acu-morphism with a sum of morphisms of type I, or T,. Using Lemma 12.2 and 
the identities la+,, = I, + I,, and Ta+,, =T,+T, we may write u=f(f,+fi+...+fn) 
and v=g(g,+g,+. . . +g,,), where f and g are acu-morphisms, {f;, gi} c {I<, T,;} 
and c,+c,+...+c,,=c. 
Starting from f-‘u=f,+h+...+fn and g-‘v=g,+g,+...+g, we use aa- 
morphisms to permute the terms of the two sums simultaneously to order them in 
the following way 
- at the beginning those that satisfy J; = T,, and g, = I,;, 
- then those that satisfy f; = g, = I,;: 
- then those that satisfy .f; = I,., and g, = T,; 
- at the end those that satisfy f; = g, = T,; . 
Then we group, using I, +I, = loch and T, +T, =To+,,, the terms of the same type. 
Using an induction we may suppose that there exists acu-morphisms p, q and j 
such that puj=T,.+I,+,.+T,+f, and quj= Ih.+d+TTo.+r+gg,,. 
If fn = T,;< and g = I,,, then 
puj(lkC+ d+a’+rXr,l) =Th,+c,, + Id+n.+Tr 
and 
(I,.+ ‘,~Xd)qvj(l,,.+ d+a’+rX”~~) = l~h.+c,,~+d+T,~+,.. 
If fn = g, = I,, then 
(Id + “,~X”‘)p~j(l~,+, + “‘+‘X’,,) =T,,,+ l~d+<,,~+a~+T, 
and 
W(l,,+, + .‘+‘XCfl) = lh.+~d+c,,~+Ta~+r. 
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If fn = I (‘,, and g = T,;, then 
pnj(l ,,,+d+rr,+%(‘“) =Th,+(d+,u,+~,,)+Tr 
and 
svj(1 ,,.+d+a,+ ‘X’,,) = lb,+<, +T<,,,+c,,)+r. 
If fn = g, = T,, then 
puj=T,,+l,+.,+T,,+,,, and qvj=lh,+d+T,,,+(,+,.,,,. 
Using the first and the second conclusion we prove the third one. 
(Id +T,.)pu = (T,,,+l, +T,,,+,)j-’ = (T,,.+ I,)qv. 0 
Proof of Theorem 12.1. Let u E Y(x,, x’) and v E Y(x,, x’). Applying Proposition 
12.4 we may write 
puj=T,+I,+,.+Ty.., qvj=I,+,+T,.+... and (I,+T,.)p~=(T,+l,~)qv 
where 
PC Y(x+y,x,), qe Y(z+x,x,) and je Y(x’,z+x+y+x”) 
are acu-morphisms. 
For u’= (I, +T?)p and u’= (T=+l,)q we deduce u’u = v’v. 
AssumefE B(b, a + i(x,)), g E B(b, a + i(x2)) andf(l,, + i(u)) = g(l, + i(v)). From 
.f(l,+i(p~‘))(I,+T,,.,+I,,.+,.,+T,,.,,,) 
=~(lU+i(p~1(T,+I,,,.+T,.)))=f(l,+i(uj))=g(l,+i(vj)) 
= g(L + i(q- ‘))(l.+,,,+,,+T,,,.+,,,,), 
using that la+i,z+r+l.)+T,cx,,, is a monomorphism, we deduce 
f(la + i(p-‘))(I, +T,,,,+ I ,(\+1.,) = g(L + i(q~‘))(l,+,,,+,,+T,, ,,I). 
Since I, +Ti,;) WC I,,,, +T,, ,.) there exists h E B(b, a + i(x)) such that 
h(l,+ic,,+T,,,.,)=f(l,+i(p~ ‘)) and h(l,+Tic.,+l,,.,)=g(l,+i(q~‘)) 
therefore f = h(l, + i(u’)) and g = h(l, + i(v’)). 0 
13. Accessible flowchart schemes 
In this section we apply our abstract theorems from the first part of the paper to 
study accessible flowchart schemes. 
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The (internal) vertices that can be reached by paths going from inputs together 
with the inputs and the exists from the accessible part of a flowchart scheme. A 
scheme is said to be accessible if it is equal to its accessible part. 
In this section we consider as equal two schemes that have the same accessible part. 
For the motivation we work with a flowchart scheme having statements from a 
set 1 and connections from Pfn, i.e. the theory of the finite partial functions. For 
every (TE 1, i(c) and o(o) show the number of the inputs and of the outputs of o, 
respectively. The functions i, o : t3 + N are extended to monoid morphism i, o : Z* + 
(N, +, 0). For every nonnegative integers n and m, f E Pfn(n, m) if and only if f is 
a partial function from [n] to [ml. 
Suppose our scheme is not accessible. We choose a statement u which is on no 
path beginning with an input of the scheme. Let y E 1” be a string containing all 
the statements T in the scheme for which there exists at least a path from T to (T. 
We mention y contains U. Let x E E* be a string containing all the statements of 
the scheme which are not in y. Let (x+y, h)~ FI,,,,,(a, 6) be a representation of 
the scheme. From the above choice of y we deduce that 
- there is no arrow from an input of the scheme to a statement in y, 
- there is no arrow from an exit of a statement in x to a statement in y. 
The two facts are equivalent to the next property of h E Pfn(a + o(x + y), b + i(x + y)): 
if (j, k) E h and Jo [a + o(x)] then k E [b-t i(x)]. Therefore there exists f~ 
Pfn(u+o(x), b+ i(x)) such that (lU+o(,, +T,,?.,)h =f+T,, ,.). Remark that (x,f)~ 
FIZ,Pfn represents the scheme obtained from the initial one eliminating the statements 
in y and all the arrows which go from a statement in y. 
Remark that a scheme is accessible if and only if the eliminations of a group of 
nonaccessible statements as above cannot be made. We prefer this definition for 
the concept of accessible scheme as at an abstract level it may be easier to formalize 
(see Definition 13.2.3) than the definition using paths. 
Returning to the above example, we observe in the equality (la+,,Cr,+T,,c ,.,)h = 
f +T,, 1.) the presence of functions with an empty source, which, from a technical 
viewpoint, leads to the concept of up-ssmc. Extending the morphisms i, o: Z*+ 
(N, +, 0) to the up-ssmc morphisms i, o : In, + Pfn [ 13, Theorem 6.41 we remark 
that theaboveequalitybecomes (I, + o(l,+T,.))h =f(l,+ i(l, +T,.)), i.e. (x,f) +,,+T, 
(x+y, h). The particular form of this simulation is due to our choice of the 
representation (x$-y, h) where the vertices to eliminate y are isolated. Generally 
using a bijection u E BiL (x t-v, z) we may replace the particular representation 
(x+~, h) of our scheme by an arbitrary one, (z, g), i.e. h(l,+o(u)) =(I,+i(u))g, 
cf. [12]. For u = (I, +T,.)u E In5(x, z) we remark that f(lh+o(u)) = (I, + i(v))g, i.e. 
(x,f) +U (z, g). This comment shows that the study of the accessibility may be made 
using a particular case of simulation (Definition 4.1) and proves some affirmations 
from Example 4.2. 
A simulation jc where v in Ini is said to be a simulation via injections. Passing 
to the flow congruence relation generated by the simulation via injections we notice 
that two flowchart schemes are congruente if and only if they have the same accessible 
part. For the more difficult implication one uses Theorem 12.1 and Proposition 6.1. 
13.1. Introduction to the algebra of accessibility 
The useful algebraic concept to study accessibility is that of weakly Cartesian 
a/3-flow which we name in the sequel in,fZow. We have no intention to do a deep 
algebraic study of inflows, as we are only interested in those aspects which are 
connected to accessibility. 
The first aspect we are interested in is the simplication of the definition of the 
inflow. It is given in Propositions 13.1.3 and 13.1.4 below and it is based on the 
following property. 
Lemma 13.1.1. In an a/3-ssmc B we have that if.f E B(a, b) is an a&morphism, then 
there exists an an-morphism j E B( a + c, b) such that ,f = (I, + T, )j. 
Proof. As the a&morphisms of B from the least sub-a/3-ssmc of B, it suffices to 
prove that all the morphisms of type (I,, +T,)k where k is an acu-morphism from 
a sub-up-ssmc. 0 
Lemma 13.1.2. Let = be a congruence relation in a bi’ow over an a/I-ssmc. If T, is 
= ,functorial for every object u of B, then = is a@functorial. 
Proof. Suppose fEB(c+a,d+a), gEB(c+b,d+b), jEBUa(a,b) and f(ld+j)= 
(IC+j)g. Using Lemma 13.1.1 we may write j = (I, +T,,)k where k is an aa-morphism, 
and therefore 
f(L <,+u+T~r)=(L,io +T,,)(l,.+ k)g(l,, + k’). 
As T,, is =-functorial, we deduce that ,f= [(I,.+ k)g(l, + km’)]?“, hence ft” = 
[(lc+k)g(l,,+k~‘)]~“‘“=g~“. 0 
Recall that in an ssmc the neutral element of the monoid of objects is denoted 
by e. Remark that an ssmc B is a strong up-ssmc if and only if B(e, a) is a singleton 
for every object a of B. 
Proposition 13.1.3. A biflow B is ap:flow if and only if for every object a of B there 
exists a distinguished morphism T,, E B(e, a) such that 
(1) Tef =T,for every,fE B(e, a) 
(2) T, is functorial ,for every object a of B. 
Proof. By assumption (1) we have T,(T, + I,) = (T,, + l,)l,,, so we deduce using 
assumption (2) that T, = t”lc, = I,,. For f E B( e, a) we deduce f = l,f = Tef = T,, hence 
B is a strong p-ssmc. From (2) and Lemma 13.1.2 we deduce that all a/3-morphisms 
are functorial. q 
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Proposition 13.1.4. An ap-ssmc B is weakly Cartesian if and only iffor every f E 
B(a, d + b) and g E B( a, b + c) the equality f + T,. = T,, + g implies that there exists 
hEB(a,b) such thatf=Td+handg=h+T,.. 
Proof. The necessity follows from Td WC I,, + T,.. 
To prove the converse we show j WC k for every j E Bop(a, b) and k E B,,(c, d ). 
Using Lemma 13.1.1 we may write j = (TO,+ I,)p and k = (I,.+T,.,)q where p and q 
are aa-morphisms. 
Assume UE B(m, b+c), UE B(m, a+d) and ~(l,,+k)=v(j+l~). By composition 
to the right with p-’ + q-’ we get 
u(p-‘+I,.)+T,.~=T<,.+v(l,+q-‘), 
therefore using the hypothesis there exists h E B( m, a + c) such that u( p-’ + I,.) = 
T,,+h and v(l,+q-‘)=h+T,... Therefore u=h(j+I,.) and v=h(l,+k). 0 
To apply Theorem 12.1 the next proposition is useful. 
Proposition 13.15 In an a@-jlow every a/I-morphism is a monomorphism. 
Proof. Let jE B,,(b, c). Suppose fj = gj where .f: a + b and g: a + b. As j = 
(Td +I,)k, where k E B,,(d + 6, c), we deduce 
f(Td +I,,) =g(T, +I,,) = (T<, +l,)(L +g). 
Since Td is functorial, we get f = Td(ld +g) = g. 0 
Another aspect we are interested in, is the connection to other concepts and to 
the examples. 
Proposition 13.1.6. Every bp-ssmc is a weakly Cartesian ap-ssmc. 
Proof. We use Proposition 13.1.4. Assume f: a + d + b, g : a + b-t c and f +T,. = 
Td + g. By composition to the right with Id + I,, + I” we get 
f(ld+Ih)=g(l,,+I(‘):a-t 6. 
The next equalities finish the proof: 
T~+gg(l,,+I(‘)==(T~+g)(l~+,,+IO=(f+Tc)(l~+,,+I(‘)=f; 
f(l”+Ih)+T,=(f+T,.)(ld+Ih+~.)=(Td+g)(ld+Ih+~)=g. 0 
Proposition 13.1.7. Zf in a bzjlow over an ay-ssmc we dejne 
I” = T”U,, 
then we get a bcu-ssmc. 
Proof. Clearly, I’ = TV, = V, = I,,. Furthermore, 
I~+Ih=J_r’+~hVh=~h[(hXu+Ih)(~Vu+Vh)] 
Theorem 13.1.8 (l&k [22], Cazanescu and Ungureanu [ 161, Stefanescu [30]). Every 
bijlow B over an algebraic theory is an inflow. 
Proof. To show B is an up-flow we use Proposition 13.1.3, therefore we only have 
to show that T,, is functorial. If .f~ B(b, c), gE B(a + b, a + c) and f(T,+ I,.) = 
(To + lh)g, then 
t”g = t”((lu +T,)g, (To +lt,)g) = t”((lu +T,,)g,f(T, + I,.)) 
=.f. Y’t(l<,+T,,)g.To +I,.) 
=.f‘. ~“[((I,+T,)g+T,+I,)(I,,+‘X”+I,.)(V,+V,)l 
=.I-. t“[((L +T,)g+ L)(L +V,.)l =.f(T,, . Tug+4 IV,. =J: 
Using Proposition 13.1.7, we deduce that B is an bp-ssmc, therefore from Proposi- 
tion 13.1.6 we get the conclusion. 0 
From this theorem we deduce that Pfn,, Rel,, Pfn(S) and Rel(S) are inflows. 
Other examples of inflows are In,, Pin,, PSur,’ and Pfn,‘. Among them In, has 
a special place as we can see from the next theorem. 
An inflow morphism is by definition a biflow morphism between two inflows. 
Every inflow morphism is an a/3-ssmc morphism. 
Proposition 13.1.9. Suppose B is a b(jlow over an a&ssmc. If‘H : Ins + B is an up-ssmc 
morphism, then H is a b$ow morphism. 
Proof. Let f~ In,(s + a, s + b) where s E S. We study three cases. 
(i) There exists g G In,( s + a, b) such that f= T, + g. We deduce t’j”= (T, + I,,)g 
and 
t H”‘~~f~=~H~‘~~~~g~~~,,~,,+~~,~,~l=~e~~~~c,,+~~,~,~~~g~l= H(t’f). 
(ii) There exists g E In,q(a, b) such that f= I, +g. We get T’f= g and 
t H“‘H(f) = TH’\)(J r.r,,,+H(g)) = H(g) = H(tlf). 
(iii) There exists j E [la\] such that f(l +j) = 1. In this case there exists i E [lb\] 
such that f(l)=l+i, therefore denoting a=a’+a,+a” with la’l=j-1 and b= 
b’+ b, + b” with lb’1 = i - 1 there exists g E In,s(a’+ a”, b’+ b”) such that 
.f’=(I,+“‘X‘+I‘,..)(‘X‘+g)(l,+‘Xh’+lh..) 
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hence ~“f=(“‘Xs+l~..)(l,+g)(‘Xh’+l~~~) and 
t H(c)~(f)=~H(“[(lH(,)+H’a’)XH(\‘+IH(n.’))(H(~’)XH’~)+H(g)) 
. (I H(x)+ “‘y(h”+IH(h.,,)] 
= HCu’) 
( XH”‘+I~(o’.))(l~(,)+H(g))(H”‘XH’h”+IH(h”,) 
= H(T’f). 0 
The computation in the above proof may be used to see the feedback in In, is 
unique. 
Theorem 13.1.10. In, is an initial object in the category qf S*-bifows over an up-ssmc 
as well as in the category qf S*-inflows. 
Proof. We use Corollary 6.5, case a/3, in [13] and Proposition 13.1.9 
13.2. Abstract accessible flowchart schemes 
We suppose until the end of this subsection that X is an equidivisible monoid, 
Y is an X-up-ssmc, B is an inflow, and i: Y+ B and o: Y+ B are up-ssmc 
morphisms. We require the equidivisibility of X to apply Theorem 12.1. 
We have seen in the introduction of this section for concrete flowchart schemes 
(i.e. X is the free monoid on the set of statements and B c Rel) that (x,f) -Up (y, g) 
if and only if the schemes represented by (x,f) and (y, g) have the same accessible 
part. 
As by Proposition 13.1.5 every up-morphism from B is a monomorphism, we 
may apply Theorem 12.1 to deduce that B fulfills the wpb-condition with respect 
to Ynp and the restriction of i to Yap. Therefore from Proposition 6.1 we deduce 
--@=~ 
@ o OP 
We denote by AFSx,& the quotient of FIx,s by -op. From Theorem 7.8 applied 
to the restriction of i to Yaa we deduce AFS x,B is an inflow. The morphisms in 
AFSx,R are called up-schemes. 
Let Ax :X+ AFSx,B and A,: B+AFSx,B be the composites of Ex :X +FIx,o 
and of E, : B + FIx,B with the factorization morphism from FI-,& to AFSx,“, respec- 
tively. Observe that As is an inflow morphism and Ax is an interpretation of X 
with respect to iAs and oAs. The next theorem is an instance of Theorem 10.3. 
Theorem 13.2.1. Zf H : B + B’ is an infZow morphism and if Z is an interpretation of X 
in B’ with respect to iH and OH then there exists a unique infZow morphism 
(Z, H) : AFSx,s + B’ such that Ax (Z, H) = Z and A,( Z, H) = H. 
Corollary 13.2.2. For every S*-inflow B and for every interpretation Z of X in B with 
respect to i and o there exists a unique S*-infZow morphism I# : AFSX,rn, + B such that 
AxZ” = I. 
Proof. Apply Theorems 13.1.10 and 13.2.1. 0 
Definition 13.2.3. A representation F from FI is said to be accessible if and only if 
G -% F imply G -(,(I F. 
If F is accessible and F -(,(. F’ then F’ is accessible, so we deduce that the 
accessibility is a property of the schemes. 
Lemma 13.2.4. IJ’F is accessible and F -ug G then F A G. 
Proof. As -+ = ao a there exists F’ such that F’ * F and F’ * G. 
Since F is accessible we deduce F’ - ‘,_ F and therefore F * G. 0 
Proposition 13.2.5. rf’F and G are accessible and F -uB G then F -uCI G. 
Proposition 13.2.6. If FE FI(a, b) is accessible and ifj E B(b, c) fulfills j WC i( Yap), 
then Fj is accessible. 
Proof. Suppose G E FI( a, c) and G a Fj. By Lemma 6.2 there exists G’E FI( a, b) 
such that G = G’j and G’ 3 F. As F is accessible, we deduce G’ - ~,,L F, hence 
G - <,<I Fj. q 
Corollary 13.2.7. !f F E FI(a, b) is accessible and j E B,,(b, c), then Fj is accessible. 
Proposition 13.2.8. !f the monoid X is.free on a set 2, then the scheme represented by 
(x,f) is accessible if and on/y if (x,f) -Crg (x’,f’) implies 1x14 lx’l. 
Proof. Suppose (x,f) is accessible. If (x,f) -uB (x’,f ‘) from Lemma 13.2.4 we get 
(x, f) -% (x’,f’), hence 1x1 s Ix’/. 
Conversely, suppose (x’,f’) * (x,f’), i.e. there exists u E In\(x’, x) such that 
(x’,f’) ‘U (x,.0. As (~‘77) -np (x, ,f) implies 1x1 s lx’l, we deduce u E Bi- (x’, x) 
hence (x’,f’) -(1c1 (x,f). 0 
The biflow of flowchart schemes FS,k.R is the quotient of FI by - 0(I. As - (,cz c - a0 
there exists a unique biflow morphism 
such that EyAP,,[, = A, and Eg’AP,Y,,, = A,. The morphism APX,L1 is called 
accessible part as it maps every concrete flowchart scheme in its accessible part. 
Proposition 13.2.5 tells us that if two accessible schemes have the same accessible 
part (i.e. the same image under AP ,Y,,j) then they are equal. In other words, in every 
coset of the kernel of AP,X,, there is at most one accessible flowchart scheme. The 
next proposition shows for concrete schemes that in every coset of the kernel of 
APx,R there exists one accessible flowchart scheme, therefore in the concrete cases 
the up-schemes and the accessible schemes coincide. 
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Proposition 132.9. If the monoid X is free and if B C_ Rels then for every F E FI( a, b) 
there exists G E FI(a, b) such that G is accessible and F - uB G. 
Proof. To determine the accessible part of F = (x,,f) we may proceed in the following 
way. We forget the sorts and the exits of the scheme, we identify all the inputs of 
the scheme in one input, we identify the inputs of every statements in one input 
and we identify the outputs of every statements in one output to obtain the relation 
where A, and V” are defined by induction &=I’, A,,, = A(l, +A,,); VO=T,, 
V n+’ = (I, +V”)V. The image of the relation (hA”‘)T’.“ gives the accessible part of 
F, u 
Proposition 13.2.10. Suppose X is a free monoid on a set C and B c Rels. ff F E FI( a, b) 
is accessible and $ F a G then G is accessible. 
Proof. Using the same notation as above as F = (x,f) is accessible we deduce 
(hA~“~)~!“~=Ai,,. As Fa G=(y, g) there exists u~Sur~(x,y) such that f(lh+ 
i(u)) = (I, + o( u))g. As we forget the sorts all the computations we make are in Rei. 
First remark that 
For 
we deduce that 
and therefore 
hA’“‘(,+l,,,)(l,v,+ u) = huA’I”= (I, + u)hiAi’i. 
As u is functorial we deduce 
(h’A”“)t’)” = (hAI+ + l,,,))+ @A’“‘)?‘“’ . u = A,+ = AIL./, 
hence G is accessible. 
13.3. Three characterizations of - C,O-equivalence 
In [ 12, Proposition 7.61 we have proved that -D,2 is the least congruence relation 
satisfying (XX) in Proposition 9.4. In this subsection we give analogous characteriz- 
ations for -rrg. 
Assume i: Y+ B and o: Y + B are a@-ssmc morphisms and B is an inflow. As 
usual X = Ob( Y). 
Proposition 13.3.1. If’X is equidivisible then -Crg is the least af3-functorial congruence 
relation in FI satisfying (XX) and (TX). 
Proof. As AFS,., is an inflow, we deduce from Remark 9.7 that -ap is a/3-functorial. 
For the remainder we use Propositions 9.4 and 9.8. 
Lemma 13.3.2. !f a congruence relation = in FI has the property (XX) and 
(x,f) ‘I,+T, (x+?:g) implies (x,f)-(x+v,g), 
then = contains - C,P. 
Proof. It suffices to show - includes a. Assume (x,f) +lr (y, g) in FI(a, b) where 
u isin Y,I,.UsingLemma 13.1.1 wemaywrite u=(I,+T,)k where k~ Y,,x(x+z,y). 
For h=(l,,+o(k))g(l,+i(K’)) wededuce(x,f)+,\+, (x+z,h) and(x+z,h)+, 
(y,g). By assumption, (x,.f’)-(.x+ Z, h). As = fulfills (XX) we get = includes -air, 
therefore (x+z,h)=(y,g), hence (x,f)-(y,g). 0 
Proposition 13.3.3. - s,p is the least congruence relation = in Fl fulfilling (XX) and 
(x,f) +I,+T, (x+y, g) implies (x,f)= (x+y, g). 
Proposition 13.3.4. lf B is an inflow over an algebraic theory, then -os is the least 
congruence relation = in FI with the properties (XX) and T, = (x,f) for every (x,f) 
in FI(e, a). 
Proof. It is easy to see that -og has the above properties. 
Let = be a congruence relation in FI having the above properties. To show = 
includes - ug we use Lemma 13.3.2, therefore we have to prove its hypothesis. 
Suppose (%f) + ix +T, (x+y, g) in FI(a, 6). By hypothesis 
T h+,(,,~[(T,,~,,(,,+.v)gl~““. 
Adding (I, + x),f to the left we deduce 
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Composing to the right with Vh+,(rj we obtain 
(I, +x)f= [(la +x+y)(f+(T,+,,.~,+I,,,,,)g)(V,+,,.~,+1,,.,.,)1~““’ 
= [(Ia +x+y)(f+Tic~,+(T,+,c.,+I,~?.,)g)V~+i~.~+r.~l~”y’. 
As f+Tic., = (lo+ocr,+Toc Jg we deduce 
(1, +xlf= [(I, +x+y)((l,+,,c,,+T,c ,Jg, (To+o(\-)+lo(?))g)l~i’Y’ 
=[(l,+x+y)g]y”“. 
Applying t i(x) we get (x,f) 3 (x+_v, g). 0 
14. On the wpo-condition (cases ay and ~6) 
The study of the wpo-condition is more difficult than the study of the wpb- 
condition owing to the pushouts, which have a more complicated construction than 
the pullbacks. To overcome this difficulty we suppose that the monoid of statements 
is free and we suppose even more hypotheses in case ay (which is more difficult 
than case as). 
The study of case a8 is made using the duals of conditions (wpb,)-(wpb,) in 
Section 6. We begin to study the dual of (wpb,) for the cases ay and a& The concept 
of (weak) pushout is the dual of the concept of (weak) pullback. We use the same 
notation as in Section 8. 
It is known that in the category of sets, denoted Set, there exist pushouts. For 
p : B + D and q : C + 0, we mention that (J; g) PO (p, q) in Set implies 
(A) (Vd~D)[(Elb~B)p(b)=dor(3c~C)q(c)=d]. 
To prove that pushouts exist in Surs and in Fn, we recall an old proposition 
from the theory of the categories. 
Assume C is a category and SE Ob( C). The definition of the comma category 
CJS is: 
l (A, a) E Ob( C 1 S) e A E Ob( C) and a E C(A, S), 
l C~S((A,~,(B,~))={~EC(A,B)(~~=~, 
l composition in C&S is induced by the composition in C. 
Proposition 14.1. Assume C is a category having pushouts and E is the subcategory 
of its epimorphisms. For every SE Ob( C) the comma categories C 4 S and E J S have 
pushouts and the forgetful functors from E 3 S to C $ S and from C 1 S to C preserve 
the pushouts. 
Proof. Suppose f E C 5 S( (A, a), (B, b)) and gE CJS((A, a), (R, r)). As C has 
pushouts there exist p E C( B, D) and q E C(R, D) such that (f; g) PO (p, q) in C. 
As ~ZJ = a = gr there exists d E C( D, S) such that pd = b and qd = r, therefore p E 
Cl S((B, b), (D, d)) and q E C 4 S((R, r), (D, d)). 
We prove (f, g) PO ( p, q) in C J S. Assume u E C 1 S(( B, b), (E, e)), u E 
Cl S((R, r), (E, e)) and .fir = gv. As (.f; g) PO (p, q) in C, there exists a unique 
hEC(D,E)suchthatph=uandqh=v.Sincephe=ue=b=pdandqhe=ve=r= 
qd, we deduce he = d and therefore h E C IS((D, d), (E, e)). Hence C IS has 
pushouts and the forgetful functor from CJS to C preserves them. 
To get the other conclusion, keeping the above notation, we observe that iff and 
g are epimorphisms then p and q are epimorphisms and if u and v are epimorphisms 
then h is an epimorphism. c7 
Corollary 14.2. The categories SurL and Fn, have pushouts. The forgetful functors 
from SW, to Fnz and ,from Fn; to Set preserve the pushouts. 
The next proposition covers the dual of (wpb,) in case aS. 
Proposition 14.3. !f T is an algebraic theory then every as-ssmc morphism o : Frill + T 
preserves the pushouts. 
Proof. We assume (p, q) PO (p’, q’) where ptFnl(x,y), qEFnl(x,z), p’~ 
Fn,( y, x’) and q’e Frill (z, x’) and we prove 
(O(P), o(q)) PO (O(P’), o(q’)). 
For y E 2” and i E [jyl] we use the notation 
x:‘=T,.,+...+,., ,+I,.,+T,.,~,+...+,.,~. 
Suppose ,f E T(o( y), a), g E T(o(z), a) and o(p)f= o(q)g. We define the functions 
u and v by 
u(i) = o(x:‘),f for iE [ly(], 
v(j) = o(xf)g forj E [lzll, 
and we remark that pu = qv. Indeed, for i E [(xl] 
u(p(i)) = o(xi,,,).f = o(xP)o(p)f= o(x:)o(q)g = o($,,,)g = v(q(i)). 
Since by Corollary 14.2 (p, q) PO (p’, q’) in Set, there exists a unique function w 
defined on [[x’l] such that p’w = u and q’w = v. 
Denote h = (w(l), w(2), . , w((x’()). We show h E T(o(x’), a). For every k E [Ix’/] 
as (p, q) PO (p’, q’) in Set we deduce from (A) that there exists i E []y/] such that 
p’(i) = k or there exists j E [Izl] such that q’(j) = k. We deduce in the first case 
w(k)= w(p’(i))== u(i)t T(o(y,), a)= T(o(x;), a) 
and in the second case 
w(k) = w(q’(j)) = v(j) E T(o(z,), a) = T(o(x:), a), 
hence h E T(o(x’), a). 
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For i E [) y]] we deduce 
o(x:)o(p’)h =o(x&,,)h = w(p’(i))= u(i)=o(x;l’)f; 
therefore o(p’)h =A and for Jo [jzj] we deduce 
o(x,:)o(q’)h = o(x&,,)h = w(q’(j)) = v(j) = o(xJg, 
therefore o(q’)h =g. Hence (o(p), o(q)) Wpo (o(p’), o(q’)). 
To prove the uniqueness of h suppose h’~ T(o(x’), a), o(p’)h’=fand o(q’)h’= g. 
It suffices to show o(x-L’)h’ = w(k) for every k E [Ix’/]. If k = p’(i) where i E [[y/l then 
o(x;‘)h’= o(x$,,)h’= o(xT)o(p’)h’= o(x)‘)f= u(i) = w(p’(i)) = w(k), 
and if k = q’(j) where j E [ izl] then 
o(x;jh’= o(x;:,,,)h’= o(xf)o(q’)h’= o(xf)g = u(j) = w(q’(j)) = w(k). 0 
The next proposition is useful in the two cases. In case a8 it covers the dual of 
(wpb,). 
Proposition 14.4. Assume T is an algebraic theory and P is a sub-ssmc of T such that 
fg in P implies g in P,for every pair of composable morphisms f and g from T If the 
inclusion functorfrom Pto Tpreserves the (weak) pushouts then thefunctor I cI +_ : P + P 
preserves the (weak) pushouts for every object a of T. 
Proof. Assume (p, q) Wpo (p’, q’) in P where p E P(b, c), q E P(b, c’), p’~ P(c, d) 
and q’E P(c’, d) and we prove (I,+p, I,+q) Wpo(I,+p’, I,+q’) in P. 
Suppose f E P(a+c, d’), gE P(a+c’, d’) and (la+p)f= (lu+q)g, therefore 
(1, +T,)f = (I, +T,.,)g and ~0, +L)f = q(T, + I,.,)g. As (P, 4) WPO (P’. q’) in T, 
there exists w E T(d, d’) such that p’w = (T, +lc)f and q’w = (T, + I,.,)g. For 
h =((I,+T<)f; W)E T(a+d, d’) we deduce 
(1, +p’)h = (Cl, +T,.).L (T, + 4).f) =f and 
(4, + q’)h = ((4, +T,.,)g, (T, + L)g> = g. 
As (I,+p’)h in P we deduce h E P(a+d, d’). 0 
Corollary 14.5. The functor I, +_ : Surs + Sur, preserves the (weak) pushouts for every 
aES*. 
Proof. Apply Proposition 14.4 for P = Sur, and T = Fn,7. 
Theorem 14.6 (Case US). If T is an algebraic theory and if the E*-a&ssmc Yfulflls 
Y = Y,& then T fulfills the wpo-condition with respect to Y and o for every a&ssmc 
morphism o : Y + 7: 
Proof. As Fnz is the initial 2” - a&ssmc there exists a unique 1” - a&ssmc morph- 
ism O:Fn,-+ Y. 
Suppose u E Y(x, x,) and u E Y(x, x2). As every morphism in Y is an a&morphism 
by Proposition 3.2 there exists u, E Fnl(x, x1) and v, E FnL(x, x2) such that u = O(u,) 
and u = 0( u,). By Corollary 14.2 there exist p E Fnl (x, , x’) and q E Fn, (x,, x’) such 
that (u,, u,) PO (P, 9). 
For u’ = O(p) and u’ = O(q) we deduce uu’ = 0~‘. 
From Proposition 14.3 applied for 00 : Fnl -+ T we deduce that (o(u), o(v)) PO 
(o(u)), o( u’)). From Proposition 14.4 for P = T we deduce that 
(I,+o(u),I‘,+o(u))Po(I~,+o(u’),I,+o(u’)). cl 
Theorem 14.7 (Case a y). Assume B is an ay-ssmc and Y is a I* - ay-ssmc such that 
YUy = Y. If for every ay-ssmc morphism G : Sur, + B and for every a E Ob( B) 
(u, u) PO (u’, u') in Sur, implies 
(I, + G(u), 1, + G(u)) WPO (I,, + G(u’), I, + WV’)), 
then B fulfills the wpo-condition with respect to Y and o for every ay-ssmc morphism 
o: Y+B. 
Proof. Assume H : SurE + Y is the unique 1);” - ay-ssmc morphism. 
Suppose u E Y(x, x,) and u E Y(x, x2). As Y,,, = Y there exist by Proposition 3.2 
u, E Surl (x, x,) and u, E Sur\ (x, x2) such that H( u,) = u and H( u,) = u. By Corollary 
14.2 there exist p E SurL(x,, x’) and q E Sur1(x2, x’) such that (u,, u,) PO (p, q). 
For u’= H(p) and u’ = H(q) we get uu’ = vu’. 
Applying the hypothesis for G := Ho we get 
(I,+o(u),~,+o(u))~po(~,,+o(u’),I,,+~(~’)). 0 
15. Reduced flowchart schemes 
In this section we apply our abstract theorems from the first part of the paper to 
study reduced flowchart schemes. As this concept is not as well known as the concept 
of accessible flowchart scheme we give some explanations. 
To reduce a scheme we identify internal vertices which are labeled by the same 
statements which have coherent continuations, i.e. the arrows going from the same 
output of two statements which are identified must go to the same output of the 
scheme or to the same input of two statements which are identified. The simplest 
example of reduction is (x + x)V,,, , , + V ,(,,x. Remark that by reduction the behaviour 
of the scheme does not change. 
For concrete schemes (statements in a set 2 and connection in Rel) we show that 
(x, f) E FI\-,R,,(a, b) can be reduced to (I’, g) E FI1.&u, b) if and only if there exists 
uESurr(x,y) such that (x,f) +I, (y,g). 
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Let (x,f) E FI x,Rc,(u, b). To identify vertices having common labels we may use 
an equivalence relation = on [Jx]] such thatj = k implies x, = x,, or equivalently-but 
more useful in the sequel-we may use a surjection u E Surz (x, y) to identify the 
vertices j and k if and only if u(j) = u(k). For Jo [Ix]] we use the notation 
h, =T o(.~,+...+x,~,)+~~,~~,~+T,,~.i+,+.-.+r,,). 
Notice that u and w in [Ib+i(x)[] b ecome equal after identification if and only if 
(I,, + i(u))(v) = (lh+ i(u))( w). In order to understand this, the following lemma is 
useful. 
Lemma 15.1. Assume o : Sur, + SUT,~ is an ay-ssmc morphism where 2 and S are sets. 
Ifu~Sur,(x,y), iE[(xI] andjE[Io(x,)I], then 
o(u) 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 in [13] we may write u = g I,, l,Y,, Vz; where g is in BiZ and 
n,> 1 for rE[ly(]. As g(i)=Crtlucz,_,, n,+q where qE[n,,,i,], we obtain from 
Corollary 2.4 in [13] that 
therefore we have 
,, lo(xk.)l+j > 
= i 7 
\ rcT,~lJ 
vfit,.,, c >( 44y~)l+(q- l)Mh,,,)l+j ri[u(ij-I] > 
= rcrtE_,, 14yr)l+VV::;“:,: ,,,, ((q- l)lo(.h~J+j) 
I] l”(xkJl+j) = ,,,L, nJo(.b)l+(q- lM_h,,,)l+j, 
The identification may be made only if the identified statements have coherent 
continuations, that is we must have 
(I) (T,+h,)f(Ih+i(~))=(T,+hk)f(l,,+i(~)) whenever u(j)=u(k). 
This condition is equivalent to 
(II) (T, + o(uu’))f(Ih + i(n)) = (T, + I,,,,,).% + i(n)) 
for every U’E In5 (y, x) such that u’u = I,. 
We prove (I) implies (II). Assume U’E In, (y, x) and U’U = I.,,. For jf [Ix]] as 
u(( uu’)(j)) = u(j) we deduce from (I) that 
(T, +h,.,,,,,,,)f(I,+i(u)) = (T,+h;)f(l,+i(u)) 
therefore as h,o(uu’) = /I,,,,,,, by Lemma 15.1, we get 
h,(T,,+o(uu’))f(l,+i(u))=hj(T,,+l,,,,,)f(l,+i(u)). 
Hence (11) is proved. 
We prove (II) implies (I). Assume u(j)= u(k). We may choose u’rIn\-(y, x) 
such that u’u = I,. and u’(u(k)) =j. From (II) we deduce composing to the left 
with h, 
(T,+h,o(uu’))f(l,+i(u))=(T,+hh)f(l,~+ii(u)), 
therefore (T,,+h,,,,,,,,)f(l,,+i(u))=(T,,+h,)S(l,+i(u)), hence (1). 
Since 
(l,,+T,,,,,)(l,+~(uu’))f~l~+i(u))=(l,,+T,,,,,)fll~+i(u)), 
we deduce that the identified statements have coherent continuations if and only if 
(III) (l,,+~~(uu’)).f(lh+i(~))=~(lh+i(~)~ 
foreveryu’EInl(y,x)suchthatu’u=I,. 
The reduction of (x,f) is (y, g) where g = (I,, + o(u’)).f(lh+ i(u)), U’E Inl(y, x) 
and u’u = I,.. It does not depend on u’ as if U”E In5 (!; x) and u”u = I, we deduce 
(l,,+o(~“)).f‘(l~+i(u))= (I,,+o(u”))(la+o(uu’))f’(lh+i(u)) =g. 
Moreover, as 
(I,,+o(u))g=(l,+o(uu’)),f(l~+i(u)) =f(lh+i(u)), 
we deduce that (x,,f) +,, (y, g). 
Suppose u E Surl(x, y) and (x,f) +,, ( y, g). We deduce for every u’ E In\ ( y, x) 
such that u’u = I,. that 
(I,+o(u’)).f(l,+i(u))=(l,,+~(u’u))g=g, 
therefore as (III) holds we may use u to reduce (x,,f) and its reduction is ( y, g). 
By definition a scheme represented by (x,f) is said to be reduced if (x,f) +,, ( y, g) 
and u E Surl (x, y) imply u E Bil (x, y). 
15.1. introduction to the algebra qf reduction 
The algebraic structure we use to study reduction, called surflow, consists in a 
weakly cocartesian ay-flow B such that for every set S, for every ay-ssmc morphism 
G : Sws + B and for every a E Ob( B) 
(u, v) PO (u’, u’) in SU~,~ + (I, + G(u), I,, + G(v)) Wpo (I,, + G(u’), I, + G(v’)). 
Proposition 15.1.1. Suppose P is a sub-ay-ssmc qf an algebraic theory T such that ,fg 
in P implies g in P for every pair of composable morphisms .f and g from T. For every 
set S, every a y-ssmc morphism G : Sur,s + P and every a E Ob( T) 
(u,u)Po(u’,~‘)inSur, j (l,+G(u),I,,+G(v))Po(I~,+G(u’),I,,+G(v’)). 
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Proof. Assume F: Fn, + T is the unique a&ssmc morphism such that F(x) = G(x) 
for every x E S”. Since the restriction of F to Surs is equal to the composite of G 
with the inclusion of P in T we deduce F(f) = G(f) for every morphism f in Surs. 
Suppose (J; g) PO (p, q) where f E Sur,(x, x’), g E Surs(x, x”), p E Surs(x’, y) and 
9 E Surs(.x”, y). Using Corollary 14.2 and Proposition 14.3 we deduce 
(F(f), F(g)) PO (F(p), F(q)). By Proposition 14.4 we get 
(I, + G(f), I, + G(g)) Po (I, + G(p), I, + G(q)) in T. 
If UE P(a+G(x’), b), VE P(a+G(x”), b) and (lCI+G(f))u =(I,+G(g))u then 
there exists a unique h E T(a + G(y), b) such that (I,+G(p))h=u and (la+ 
G(q))h = v. Note that from hypothesis we get h is in P. 0 
Corollary 15.1.2. Let 2 and S be sets. If G: Sur, -+ Surs is an ay-ssmc morphism, 
then G preserves pushouts. 
Proposition 15.1.3. If B is a btfZow over an algebraic theory and if every ay-morphism 
is functorial, then B is a surflow. 
Proof. As every algebraic theory is a strong ay-ssmc we deduce B is an ay-flow. 
The conclusion follows from Propositions 11.2 and 15.1.1. 0 
From this proposition we deduce that Rel(S), Pfn( S), Rel, and Pfns are surflows. 
Another example of surflow is PSur,. This follows from Subsection 11.3 and 
Proposition 15.1.1. 
A surfow morphism is by definition a billow morphism between two surflows 
which is also an ay-ssmc morphism. 
Proposition 15.1.4. Zf we define I” = T”V, in an ay-jlow B then B becomes a by-ssmc 
such that 
Proof. By Proposition 13.1.7, B is a ba-ssmc. 
We show plh = I” for every ay-morphism p : a + 6. Using Theorem 3.7, we deduce 
V,p = (p + l,)(l, +p)V,,. As p is functorial we obtain T”V, = ?“((I,, +p)V,), hence 
I” =pl’. Therefore Vhlh =lh+h =Ih+Ih hence B is a by-ssmc. 
The last conclusion is proved by induction on n: 
t”vA = t”lu = I, z 1’ = 1”” and 
?a,:+ = y[(la+V:)V,]=V::l”=I”“. 0 
If H : B--f B’ is a surflow morphism then for I” defined as above H becomes a 
by-ssmc morphism. 
Observe that I” = t”V, is an identity in PSur,. 
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Theorem 151.5. Let B a surflow. If H : PSur, + B is a by-ssmc morphism then H is 
a surfrow morphism. 
Proof. It suffices to show that H preserves the scalar feedback. Assume f~ 
PSur,(s + a, s + b), where s E S. 
If J‘= I’ + g where g E PSur,(a, s + 6) then T:f’= g(l’ + I,,) and 
t H“‘H(f)=~H”J((lH~‘~+IH,a~)H(g))=~’(H(g)(lH”~+I~,~,))= H(t’f). 
lff(l) = 1 we may write using the standard representation off (cf. [13]) 
f= (I,+w)(l,+g)(W+b), 
where w is in In,;‘, g is in Bis, n 2 1 and h is in Sur,s; therefore tlf= wg(l’nm”‘+ h). 
Hence 
t ““‘H(f)= H(wg)(TH”‘V;,,)+ H(h)) 
= H(wg)(l’“‘m”H“‘+ H(h)) = H(Tlf). 
In the other cases we use again the standard representation off to write 
f=(l,+w)g v:+,J;~,,P, 
( > 
where w is in In,‘, g is in Bi,s, g(1) > n 2 1 and p, = Vz: with n, 3 1 for i E [(bl]. Since 
g(l)=n+ c n,+l, 
IF [I~Il 
where i E [IhI], there exists h in Bis such that 
g=(I,+‘X‘+l~,)(12\+h)(‘X”‘+h’+lh~.), 
where 
b’ = C nib, and b”=(n,-l)s+n,+,b,,,+. . ~+nlhlbihl. 
,c[,-I] 
Using the notations 
q= w(‘X‘+I,)(I,+h), p’= c P,? 
I’ll 11 
,, 
P =PI+I + . . . +plhl and 
u =,<2 I] bJ 
we deduce 
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Hence 
TH’“‘H(f) = H(q)[H(Vf+p’)(TH“’ H(~‘XH(~+u)) 
+ H(I,..)]H(I,, +VY,+p”) 
= H(q)[(V”,,,,+ H(P’))H(y)XH(u)+ H(I,.,)]H(I, +v:‘+p”) 
= H(T”f). 0 
The computations in the above proof may be used to see that the feedback in 
PSurs is unique. 
Theorem 15.1.6. PSurs is the initial S*-surflow. 
Proof. We use Corollary 6.5, case by in [13] and Theorem 15.15. 0 
15.2. Abstract reduced jlowchart schemes 
We suppose until the end of this section that X is a free monoid on a set 2, Y 
is an X-ay-ssmc, B is a surflow, and i: Y + B and o : Y * B are a-y-ssmc morphisms. 
By Theorem 14.7, B fulfills the wpo-condition with respect to Y_, and the 
restriction of 0 to Yay. From Proposition 8.1 we deduce -uy = u’y : 0 : ” . 
We denote by RFSx,B the quotient of FIx,B by -Uy. From Theorem 8.8 applied 
to the restriction of o to Yay we deduce RFS X,H is a weakly cocartesian ay-flow. 
The morphisms in RFSx,s are called u-y-schemes. 
Let Rx :X+RFSx,B and RB: B+ RFS,x,B be the composites of E, : X+FIx,B 
and of Es : B + FIx,B with the factorization morphism from FIX,” to RFSX,B, respec- 
tively. Observe that Rs is an ay-flow morphism and Rx is an interpretation of X 
in RFSx.B with respect to iRs and OR,. 
Proposition 15.2.1. RFSx,B is a surflow. 
Proof. We only have to show the last condition in the definition of the surflows. 
Suppose G: Sur, + RFSx,B is an ay-ssmc morphism, a E Ob( B) and (u, U) PO (u’, v’) 
where u E Sur,(b, c’), u E Sur,(b, c”), U’E Surs(c’, d) and U’E Surs(c”, d). We have 
to show that 
(I, + G(u), I, + G(v)) Wpo (I, + G(d), I, + G(d)). 
Let F: Sur, + B be the unique ay-ssmc morphism such that F(b) = G(b) for 
every b E S*. Remark that FRH = G. 
Assume (1, +F(~))(Y, 8) -ay (lo+F(v))(z, h) where (_r,g)~FI(a+G(c’),d’) 
and (z, h) E FI(a + G(c”), d’). Since UY -Uy = a 0 +--, there exists (x,S) E 
FI(a + G(b), d’) such that 
(Ia + F(u))(x g) - (x,f) and (lo +F(u))(z, h) “y C&f ). 
Applying Lemma 8.2 twice, there exist (x,f’) E FI(a + G(c’), d’) and (x,f”)~ 
FI( a + G( c”), d’) such that 
(Y,dL (X,f’), (z, h) oy (x,f”) 
and (1, + F(u))(x,f’) = (x,f) = (4, + F(u))(x,f”). 




there exists r E B(a + F(d) + O(X), d’+ i(x)) such that 
(I.+F(u’)+I,,,,,)r=f’ and (I,,+F(v’)+I,,,,,)r=f”. 
We deduce (x,r)~FI(a+F(d),d’), (I,,+F(u’))(x,r)=(x,f’) and (I,+F(v’)). 
(x, r) = (x,f”), therefore 
(y,g)L (I,+F(u’))(x, r) and (z, h)a (I, + F(u’))(x, r), 
hence 
(I, + F(u’))(x, r) -uy (Y, 8) and (I,, + F(u’))(x, r) -Oy (z, h). 0 
The next theorem is an instance of Theorem 10.3. 
Theorem 152.2. If H : B + B’ is a surflow morphism and if I is an interpretation of X 
in B’ with respect to iH and OH then there exists a unique surflow morphism 
(4 H) : RFSx,u + B’ such that R, (I, H) = I and RN( I, H) = H. 
Corollary 15.2.3. For every S*-surj7ow B and for every interpretation I of X in B with 
respect to i and o there exists a unique S*-surflow morphism I# : RFSX,PSurs + B such 
that Rxl# = 1. 
Proof. Apply Theorems 15.1.6 and 15.2.2. 17 
Definition 152.4. A representation F from FI x,B is said to be reduced if and only 
if F 2 G implies F - (,~” G. 
If F is reduced and F --(,_ F’ then F’ is reduced, so we deduce that reduction is 
a property of the schemes. 
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Lemma 15.2.5. Zf F is reduced and if F - oy G then G a F. 
Proposition 15.2.6. Zf F and G are reduced and F -ay G then F -uII G. 
Proposition 15.2.7. Zfj E B,,( c, b) and tfF E FIXJ b, a) is reduced then jF is reduced. 
Proposition 15.2.8. Zf B is a surflow over an algebraic theory, j E B( a, b) and FE 
FIX,O( b, c) is reduced then jF is reduced. 
Proof. Suppose jF * G. By Proposition 11.2 and Lemma 8.2 there exists H such 
that G = jH and F * H. As F is reduced we get F -(((I H hence jF -On G. 0 
Proposition 15.2.9. The scheme represented by (x, f) is reduce if and only if 
(x,f) -ay (y, g) implies 1x1 c lyl. 
Proof. If (x, f) is reduced we get (y, g) 3 (x, f) by Lemma 15.2.5, therefore 
1x1 s IYI. 
Conversely, suppose (x, f) Jk (y, g), i.e. there exists u E Sur\ (x, y) such that 
(x, f) -fU (y, g). As (x, f) -“,, (y, g) implies 1x1 s )y1 we deduce u E Bi\-(x, y) hence 
(x,f) -0a (v, 8). 
15.3. A characterization of - UY-equivalence 
Theorem 15.3.1. -uy is the least ay-functorial congruence relation in FI satisfying 
(XX) and (VX). 
Proof. As RFSx,s is a surflow we deduce from Remark 9.7 that --<,? is ay-functorial. 
For the remainder we use Proposition 9.4 and 9.8. 0 
16. Minimal flowchart schemes (with respect to the input behaviour) 
For the motivation of this Section we refer to the introduction of Section 7 in 
[lo], to [30] and to [20] where the simulation by functions was introduced. 
16.1. Introduction to the algebra of minimization 
The algebraic structure used in this section is an a&flow, which is called in the 
sequel a funjZow. This structure is an equivalent presentation of the concept of strong 
iteration theory which was introduced in [30]. (The equivalence is proved in [ll].) 
As examples of funflow we mention Pfn(S), Rel(S), Pfns and Rel,. 
Lemma 16.1.1. In an a&ssmc B iffy B,s(a, 6) then there exists p E B,,(c + a, b) such 
that f= (T,. + I,,)p. 
Proof. As BU8 is the least sub-&ssmc of B, it suffices to prove that all the morphisms 
of type (T, +l,)p, where p is Boy, form a sub-u&ssmc of B. cl 
Lemma 16.1.2. Ifp E Brry(u, b) in an u&ssmc B there exists u E B,,( b, a) such that 
up = lb. 
Proof. If p = I, + hX”+ Id or p = I,+V,+I,. we take u = I,+“Xh+ld or u= 
I,, +T, + Ih+C, respectively. If p = p,p? . . . p,, where every p, is of one of the above 
types, then we take u, as above and u = u,, . . . u?u,. q 
Proposition 16.1.3. B is a funjlow if and only if B is a bijlow over an algebraic theory 
such that every a y-morphism is ,functoriul. 
Proof. One implication is obvious. Suppose B is a biflow over an algebraic theory 
such that every uy-morphism is functorial. We have to show every u&morphism 
is functorial. Suppose f~ B(u+c, u+d), gE B(h+c, b+d), v~ B,&(u, b) and 
f(v+Id)=(v+l,)g. By Lemma 16.1.1 we may write v=(T,+I,)p where 
p E B,,( r + a, b). By Lemma 16.1.2 there exists u E B,,(b, r + a) such that up = lb. Let 
h=((I,+T,+,.)(p+I,)g(u+I,,),.f(T,+I,,+,,))EB(r+u+c,r+u+d). 
As (T,+l.+,)h =f’(T,+I o+d) and as by Theorem 13.1.8 T, + I, is functorial we deduce 
t‘;f=t’+“h. As 
=((I,+T,,+,)(p+l,.)g, (T,+l,+,.)(~+l,)g)=(~+‘,.)g 
we deduce from the hypothesis that Tr+,h = 1”s. Hence t”f= t”g. 0 
Proposition 16.1.4. Every funjlow is an iqflow and a sutjlow. [f B is an inflow and a 
surfow such that (T, + I,)V, = I, ,for every a E Ob( B) then B is u~funflow. 
Proof. The first statement follows from Theorem 13.1.8 and Proposition 15.1.3. 
The last conclusion follows from Proposition 16.1.3 and the following remark: if 
C is a strong up-ssmc and a strong uy-ssmc such that (T, + I,)V,, = I, for every 
a E Oh(C) then C is an algebraic theory. q 
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Proposition 16.1.5. If we define in a funjlow B, I” = t“V, then B becomes a b&ssmc. 
Proof. Use Proposition 15.1.4. 
Theorem 16.1.6. Zf B is a funjlow and H : Pfns + B is a bS-ssmc morphism, then H is 
a funjlow morphism. 
Proof. It suffices to show that H preserves the scalar feedback. Suppose f E 
Pfns(s+a,s+b) where SE-S. If f=I‘+g, where gePfns(a,s+b), then t’f= 
g(l’ + lh), hence 
TH’“‘H(f) = ~H“‘((l”“‘+lH(o,)H(g)) = t’(H(g)(lH”‘+IHch,)) = H(t’f). 
If f = T, + g, where g E Pfn,(s + a, b), then t'f = (T, + I,)g, hence 
THts)H(f )=t”“‘(H(g)(T,,,,+I,,,,))=~‘((TH,,,+I,,,,)H(g))= H(T’f). 
In the other cases we may write using the standard representation off (cf. [ 131) 
f=(l,+w)g v:+,C;~,,P’ 
( > 
where w is in In,‘, g is in Bis, n 2 1 and p, = V,“;, where n, 2 0 for i E [lb/]. We study 
two cases. 
(a) If g(1) = 1 then g = I, + h, therefore tlf= wh(l’“~“‘+Cp,). Hence 
t H“‘H(f) = H(wh)(?H’%(\~+ H(C P,)) 
= H( wh)(l’“-“H’“’ 
+ H(C P,)) = H(T”f ). 
(b) If g(1) > 1 we deduce from the properties of the standard representations 
that there exists i E [jbl] such that n; 2 1 and g(1) = n +2jCr,_,, nj+ 1, therefore there 
exists h in Bis such that 
g=(I,+“X‘+l,)(12,+h)(‘X”“+h’+lh..) 
where b’=IjE ,,_, ]n,b, and b”=(n,-l)s+n;+,b,+,+. . . +ni,lbl,l. 
Using the notations q= w(“X’+l~)(l,+h), p’=XjCrlPllpi, p”=p;+,+. . . +plhl and 
u=b,+.. . + b,_, we deduce 





t H(‘)H(f)= H(q)(H(V:+p’)(~H’“’ H’s’XH(‘+u’+ H(I,,,))H(I,+V,:,+p”) 
= H(q)(H(V:+p’)H”‘XH’“‘+H(I,~,))H(I,+V”+p”)= H(T’f). 0 
The computations in the above proof may be used to see that the feedback in 
Pfn, is unique. 
Corollary 16.1.7. Pfn, is the initial S*-finflow. 
16.2. Abstract minimal jlowchart schemes 
We suppose in the sequel that X is a free monoid on a set 2, Y is an X-a&ssmc, 
B is a funflow, and i : Y--z B and o : Y + B are a&ssmc morphisms. 
Theorem 14.6 shows that B fulfills the wpo-condition with respect to Y,, and the 
Uk 
restriction of o to Y,, From Proposition 8.1 we deduce - rrfi = - 0 E. Remark 
that - r,B E --‘,;, and -cry c_ -oE. 
We denote MFS,x,H the quotient of FI,\,,> by -ufi. Since by Proposition 11.2 every 
funflow is weakly cocartesian we may apply Theorem 8.8 to deduce MFSx,o is a 
funflow. The morphisms in MFS,x,,s are called a&schemes. 
Let MX : X + MFS,x,,s and Ms : B--z MFSx,H be the composites of Ex : X --, FIx,B 
and E,: B+ FIs,s with the factorization morphism from Fl,v,8 to MFSX,LIr respec- 
tively. Observe that M,, is a funflow morphism and Mx is an interpretation of X 
with respect to iM, and oM,$. 
The next theorem is an instance of Theorem 10.3. 
Theorem 16.2.1. Ij’H : B+ B’ is a ji~r~jlow morphism and if’ I is an interpretation of 
X in B’ with respect to iH and OH then there exists a unique funjlow morphism 
(I, H):MFSs,n+B’.such that M.y(l, H)=I and M,3(Z, H)=H. 
Corollary 16.2.2. For every S*TfurQlow B and for every interpretation I of X in B with 
respect to i and o there exists a unique S*Tfunjlow morphism 
I # : MFS ,Y,Pfn, + B 
such that M,I* = I. 
Proof. According to Corollary 16.1.7, Pfn, is the initial S”-funflow, hence there 
exists a unique S*-funflow morphism H: Pfn,s --f B. It suffices to apply the above 
theorem. 0 
4 Proposition 16.2.3. ufi c z 0 - _ 
Proof. Suppose (x, f) and (y, g) in FI(a, b), u E Y,,,(x, y) and f(lh+ i(u)) = 
(I, + O(U))& 
We prove u = VW where v E Y(,,,(x, z) and w E Yaa( z, _v). Assume F: Fn, --f Y is 
the unique Z* - a&ssmc morphism. By Proposition 3.2 there exists U’ in Fn, such 
that u = F(u’). As there exists V’E Sur, (x, z) and W’E Inx (z, y) such that u’= v’w’ 
for v = F( u’) E YClv(x, z) and w = F( w’) E Y,,p( z, y) we obtain u = VW. 
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We show r E Ya6(x, x) and rv = v imply 
From 
(1, + 4r)lfUh + i(v)>(lh + i(w)) 
= (I, + o(r))f(lh 4 i(u)) = (1, + 4r))(L + o(U))g 
=(I,+o(rvw))g=(I,+o(u))g=f(lh+i(v))(lb+i(w)) 
(cf. Propositions 16.1.4 and 13.1.5) we obtain the above equality, because Ih + i(w) 
is a monomorphism. 
As z, E Y&(x, z) by Lemma 16.1.2 there exists j E YUp(z, X) such that jv = I,. As 
(vj)v = v we deduce 
(I, + o(ti))fllh + i(v)) =f(l, + j(u)>. 
For h=(I,+o(j))f(lb+i(v))~B(a+o(z),b+i(z)) we deduce (z,h)~FI(a,b) 
and (I, +o(v))h =f(lb +i(v)) therefore (x, f) “y, (z, h). Since 
h(l,+ i(w)) = (I, +-(j)lf(L + i(u)) 
= (1, + dju)>g 
= (lo + 4 H’))g 
it follows that (z, h) * (y, g). 0 
Theorem 16.2.4. - oa = A 0 a 0 -%. 0 a. 
Proof. As one inclusion is obvious we prove the other. As - r,fi = afi 0 4 we get 
from Proposition 16.2.3 
At the beginning of subsection 13.2 we proved -aB = -0 a. As 
o,Q 4 
-o-c-_.p =z 0% - 
we deduce 
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Definition 16.2.5. A representation F from FI is said to be minimal if F is accessible 
and reduced. 
If F is minimal and F -c,cl G then G is minimal, so minimality is a property of 
schemes. 
Lemma 16.2.6. [f F is minimal and if F -afi F’ then F ap : 0 : ” F’. 
Proof. Using Theorem 16.2.4 we see that there exist F, and F2 such that 
F&F,& Fl ol-’ o z F’. 
Since F is reduced, we deduce from F 2 F, that F - ‘,r~ F, and therefore 
As F is accessible, we deduce from F df- F2 that F -ucl F2. Hence 
F- - UB o UY F’. 0 
Proposition 16.2.7. [f F and F’ are minimal, then F -u8 F’ implies F -ull F’. 
Proof. From Lemma 16.2.6 we deduce F * F” a F’. As F’ is reduced we get 
F” - a<r F’ therefore F * F’. As F’ is accessible we get F - a(L F’. 
Proposition 16.2.8. The scheme represented by (x, f) is minimal if and only if 
(x,f) --Ofi (x’,f’) implies JxjC Ix’]. 
Proof. If (x,f) is minimal and if (x,S) -afi (x’,S’) we get 
(4.f) -z 0 += (x’,f’), 
so (XI =z (X’I. 
Conversely, suppose (x, f) - rrR (x’,f’) implies \xIs(x’j. To show (x,f‘) is acces- 
sible and reduced we use the same proofs as those of Propositions 13.2.8 and 15.2.9. 
16.3. A characterization of - ‘,<? - equivalence 
We assume the same hypotheses as in Section 16.2. 
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Proposition 16.3.1. -as is the least a&functorial congruence relation in FI such that 
(XX), (TX) and (VX) hold. 
Proof. As MFSx,B is a funflow, we deduce from Remark 9.7 that - aS is a&functorial. 
For the remainder we use Propositions 9.4 and 9.8. 0 
16.4. A comment on iteration theories 
Theorem 16.2.1 shows that a correct interpretation of an a&scheme may be given 
in a funflow. If we restrict the class of schemes to those over an S*-funflow T 
satisfying: 
(p) for every f E T( a, b + c) there exists f” E T( a, b + c + d) such that 
(i) there exists u~Fn,(d, c) with f =f”(l,+(l,., u)), 
(ii) for every g E T( a, b + c + d) and ~1 E Sur,( c + d, c’) such that f “( I,, + v) = 
g(l, + v), there exists U’E Fns(c + d, c + d) with u’z, = ZI and g = 
f “(l/l + v’), 
then Theorem 16.2.1 may be made a bit stronger: a correct interpretation may be 
given in all iteration theories. 
As in the sequel we use a right iteration _.‘: B( a, b + a) + B( a, b) we recall some 
computation rules. From [ 111 we know that a billow over an algebraic theory is 
equivalent to an algebraic theory where an iteration is defined and satisfies some 
axioms. Moreover if J‘: b -+ c + a and g : a + c + a, then 
(f; g)Y =f(L g’). 
If H: T+ B is an S*-biflow morphism and I is an interpretation of X in B with 
respect to iH and OH then the behaviour of (x, f) E FIx.(a, b) is 
((I, + I(x))H(f ))Y”‘= H((I, +T,,c.,)f)(lh, (t(x)H((T, +L-,)f))‘). 
An iteration S-sorted algebraic theory may be defined as a biflow over an S-sorted 
algebraic theory satisfying esik’s commutativity axiom 
u(f(l~+u))t=(x~cl,f(lc+ u,), &,f(L+uJ,~. . , &,f(l,.+q,)Y 
wheref: b-t c+a, u E Surs(a, b),and U, E FnS(a, a) satisfies u,u = u forevery iE [la]]. 
(We recall that 
$=T h,+...+h,~,+Ih,+T~h,+,+...+h,,,, 
for every j E [lb\].) 
Proposition 16.4.1. Suppose 2 is a one-ranked alphabet, i.e. i(o) E S for every u E 2, 
and T is an S”-biflow over a strong a&ssmc satisfying (p). Assume B is an iteration 
S-sorted algebraic theory, H : T+ B is an S”-bi’ow morphism, and I is an interpretation 
of 2 in B with respect to iH and OH. If F and G in FI&a, b) are similar via a 
surjection v then F and G have the same behaviour in B. 
Proof. SupposeF=(x,(f’,f))andC=(y,(g’,g))wherex,yE~*,f’E T(a,b+i(x)), 
f~T(o(x),b+i(x)), g’ET(a,b+i(y)) and gET(o(y),b+i(y)). Assume f= 
(“fi,fZ,. . . ,_&I) where fh~ T(o(xL), b+i(x)) for kE[lx\l and g=(g,,a,. . .,w$ 
where giE T(o(y,), h+i(y)) for jE[(yll. 
From F + c G, where v E Sur, (x, y), we deduce 
f’(lh + i(v)) = g’ and ,f(l,,+i(v)) = o(v)g. 
With the above notation the last equality is equivalent to 
.h(lh+ i(v)) = g,.,,, for all k E [1x1]. 
Our first aim is to prove the following statements 
(A) There exist WEZ*, utFn,(w,.w) and h,~T(o(y,),b+i(x+w)) forjE[(yl] 
such that: 
(1) (h,, h,, . . ., hl,.I)(L+i(ll,, u>v))=g; ad 
(2) for every k E [1x(] th ere exists tl, E Fn,%(i(x+ w), i(x+ w)) such that 
tki((ll, u)v) = i((l,, u)v) and& +T,,,., = &,,(I,,+ tL). 
As v E Sur\ (x, y) there exists q E Inl ( y, x) such that qu = I I‘. 
For every j~[lyll applying (P) for J,,,,E T(o(y,), b+i(x)) we get .~J’E 
T(o(y,), b+i(x)+c’) and u’EFns(c’, i(x)) such that 
f,,,,=s;(lh+(llll;,, u’)). 
For Jo []yl] we denote w, = x,,~(,,x~,~~)~ . . . x,,l,~,,ij, and we remark i(w,) = ci and 
u’EFn,(w,,x).Letw=w,+~~+.. .+~?,,.,andu=(u’,u’,..., u”‘i)~Fnl(w,x).For 
j E [) y)] we denote 
11, =f9(l,+,,,, +T,l+...+<~ I+I<~+T,J+I+. _,< >I) 
and we deduce 
(h,, b, . . . , h ,.i)(lh + i((l,, ub)) 
=(fl”(l,,+ i((l,, u’)~)),f’P(l~-t i((l,, u’>v)), . . . ,f~~Jl,+i((l,, u”‘)v))) 
=&,,(L+ i(v)),fqt2dlh+ i(v)), . . . ,~&J,(L+ i(u))> 
=(g P~q~l,~~ gP(qcz)), . .” g~ly((~~I,)=(8,,g2,...,g(,1)=g~ 
For every k E [(x(1 as v(q(v(k))) = u(k) we deduce that 
fyCVCkI~(lh + i(u)) =_&(lh+ i(v)), 
hence 
f$k& + i((l,, u ““‘)v)) = (5 +T,.~~~l)(lh+ i((l,, u”“-‘)v)). 
Applying (p)(ii), there exists r, E Fns( i(x) + c”‘), i(x)+ c’(‘)) such that 
f,“chI(lh+ rL) =fL +T,.~~~l and i((l,, u~‘~‘)v) = r,i((l,, u”‘“‘)v). 
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Using the notation c’= c’c2 . . . cuik’-’ and c”= c’(~)+’ . . . clvl, we define 
tk = (litx,+ “x’“‘h’ +Icu)(rk +lc.+L1.)(li(x)+ c”‘“‘xc’+l..). 
Therefore 
fki(&, u)u) 
= (Ii@,+ “xc“‘“‘+lcr.) 
. (r, +lc~+C~.)i((I_~, UC(k), u’, I?,. . . ) U”(-I, z4”(k)+’ . . . u”‘)U) 
=(li,,,+“x”~‘h’+l,...) 
and 
. (rki((l,, 14”~‘)v), i((u’, . . . , u”(lr’-‘, Us+‘, . . . , u’?“)u)> 
= i((l,, u>v) 
b&&,+fk) = (f~(k)(lh+~~)+T,,+,.,‘)(lh+,(.,+CP’L’X”+lC”) =fk+T,(w.,. 
This finishes the proof of (A). 
Now, we apply &ik’s commutativity axiom for 
Z(.v)H((b,, h,, . . . , hlv/))E B(i(y), b+i(x+w)L 
H(i((l,, ~)n))~Sur~(i(x+w), i(y)) and 
Z-Z(tk)EFn,(i(x+w)),i(xfw)) forkE[Ix/]. 
It follows that 
H(i((I,, u)v))[Z(y)H((Z~, , b, . . . , hlyO(I, + i((L, u)b)))l+ 
= (Z(y,(,,)H(b,(,,(l,,+ t,)), . . . , Z(Y,,I,I,)H(h,(t,l,(l,+ qxi)), . . J’ 
=(Z(x,)H(.f, +Ticw.A . . . , z(~~,l)H(Ji,l+T,,,,), . . .>’ 
= U(x)H(f)+Ticx~,, . . .)‘= UbW(f))‘, . . .A 
where in the last equality we used the next property of the iteration 
(I,+Th)(f+Th,g)‘=ft forf:a+c+a and g:b+c+a+b. 
Therefore (Z(x)H(f))‘= H(i(u))[Z(y)H(g)]+ hence 
H(f’)(I,, (Z(x)H(f)).‘) = H(f’(lh+ Z(u)))Oh, (Z(y)H(g))+) 
= H(g’)O,, (Z(Y)H(g))+). 0 
Corollary 16.4.2. An iteration S-sorted algebraic theory T which satisjies (p) is a 
funjlow. 
Proof. By Proposition 16.1.3 it suffices to show every ay-morphism is functorial. 
Supposef~T(c,b+c),g~T(a,b+a),u~Sur,(c,u)andf(l~+v)=ug.Wework 
in FIsr,T, built for i=o=ls*. Note that (c, (T,, + I,., f)) E FIs*,7(c, b) and (a, (Th + 
I,, g)) E FI,.,,(a, b) fulfill 
(c, (Th + Lf)) ~0 ~(a, (Th + I,, g)). 
Applying Proposition 16.4.1 for H = IT and I(a) = I,, for every a E S” we get 
(Th+L)(L (I(c)./-).‘) = (T,,+ ~)(I,,, (GM+) 
hence f’ = vg+. 0 
Collecting all the above facts we get the following theorem 
Theorem 16.4.3. Jf T is an iteration theory fulfilling condition (p), then FII,7./-ai, is 
an iteration thkqry which is the coproduct of Tand of the free iteration theory generated 
by 1. 
Observation 16.4.4. The condition (p) holds in Pfn,s. 
Proof. First note that (ii) holds iff’(l” + I,. , d) is an injective partial function. Such 
an f” obeying (i) may be obtained from ,f‘ using the following procedure: 
Start withf”:=f: For i:=l,...,IcI do 
if{j~[~a(](f(j)=~b~+i}={n,,n,,...,n,} with s>l then 
replacef”:a+b+c+d byf’:a+b+c+d+(s-l)c,, 
defined by 
f'(j) = i 
(b+c+d(+t ifj=n,andfE[S-1] 
f”(j) otherwise. 
Clearlly there is an u E Fns(d, c) such that f=.f”(lh+(lc, u)). 0 
Corollary 16.4.5. FIx,pln5/ - r,i, is the.free iteration theory generated by E. 
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